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IN 'rHE 
Snpreme Court of Appeals of. Virginia 
AT RlCHMON.D. 
Recotd .No. 2797 
MRS. ALMEDA BALTIMORE, ET ALS., Claimants, 
versus 
l3ENE:blCT COAL CORPORATION, Defendant. 
PETITION Fon APPEAL. 
'f·o the !Ffonorable _Chief Ji1,stice and J'ustioe.c; of the Supte'Wte 
Court of Appeals of Virginia: 
Your petitioner, Almeda Balthnt>re, for herself and depend-
ents, as in the record shown, would respectfully represent. unto 
your Honors that she, for herself and said dependents, is 
aggI"ieved by a decision rendered an¢[ an award entered by 
the Indust!ial .Commis·siofi of Virginia, OJ?. August 24, l.943, 
affirming· the flnding·s of fact and conclus~ons qf law of the 
hearing Ct>mmission~r, ns well as those of the full Commis-
sion on review ~nd affirmihg the award of Aug11st, 1942, dis-
missing this claim. . . 
~ proper transcript or the evidence 'taken, together 
2• •with all _exhibits filed,. and of au the opiniqns and awards 
above referred to, and all Itlotions, exceptions and ~the1: 
incidents of all hearim~s an~ trials, duly authenticated and 
indexed is iiled with ihi~ petitio~. _ 
In ~he event an apJ?eal i~ ~-ranted1 yq1:1r petition~r res~1:ves the right to adopt this pebh~n, and will adopt this petition, 
a~ her opening ,. ief. .A sub~ect index. an~ t~ble ~f cita!ions~ 
with all cases al abebcally hsted are made a part of this pe-
tition. I 
2 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR. 
1. That the Commission erred in arriving at the conclusion 
that the evidence did not establish an accident arising out of 
and in the course of employment of deceased. 
2. That the evidence shows, without material contradic-
tion, that deceased was killed by poisonous gases while en-
gaged in his employment, and. that such fatality was an acci-
dent arising out of and in the course of his employment. 
3. That there is insufficient evidence to support the :find-
ings of the commission. 
THE FA:CTS. 
Everett J. Baltimore, the deceased, was the employee of 
the Benedict Coal Corporation, and had been such employee 
for approximately five years, engaged in working in the coal 
mine of his employer. The injut-y occurred to him between 
2 :30 P. M. on February 26, 1942, such injury being seizure, 
suffocation by carbon monoxide and other poisonous 
3* gases, from which he died at 7 :15 A. M., '*March 1, 1942, 
more than 16% hom·s after his having been overcome by 
said gases. · 
From childhood deceased had enjoyed good health and had 
never had a doctor in attendance during his whole life, not 
even for childhood ailments. He was 28 years of age, five 
feet, nine inches tall and weighed 137 pounds. He and the pe-
.titioner, the surviving- widow, had been married eight years. 
For several shifts of work deceased had been working on, 
and in, a chamber, or room, in the mine wl1ich had been de-
veloped substantially as follows: 
The crew had driven a chamber in the mine 350 feet in 
depth and 21 feet in width. The coal was 33 inches high and 
hence the chamber wa.s that high, except for such overhead 
supports as were up. It is estimated in places it may have 
been 36 inches high. During· the time of driving· the cham-
ber, air had been forced into the room by means of what is 
known as a booster fan. Having· reac·hed a distance of 300 
feet the crew turned to the right, at right angles, and begim 
to work on the retreating· face 117 feet in width (R., pp. 50 and 
n2), each cut on the 117 foot face would be about 6% feet in 
depth and on the average of 11h cuts per day were made. 
The crew had worked on the retreating face about a month 
(R., p. 15) and had g·one a distance of about 64 feet. This 
room is known as room No. 17. 
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· About a week bef o_re deceased was injured the booster_ fan 
was removed (R., p. 9) as a b;·eak-throug·h had been cut 
through the wall between room 1 t to room 16. This break-
through is estimated to be 15 tp 17 feet wide -and 33 to 36 
4° inches hig·h. On the date of the accident *the 60 foot face, 
or retreating wall had been driven back abo1;1t 64 feet" 
(R . ., p. 20). Therefore, space about 60 by 64.feet cut at right 
ang'les to the original 350 foot by 21 foot passageway. 
Five men were working in the_ crew in room 17 on the date· 
of the accident (R., p. 25). The deceased was one of the 
crew who worked in a re~ote part of the roo~, referred to 
in the evidence as a tail base. · 
The defendant, for the purpose of blasting coal, used a 
chemical product sold under the trade name of Cardox, ~own 
as a permissive mine explosive. Cardox is liquid Carbon 
Dioxide, which, upon sudden release, expands into a gaseous 
state, thus causing the explosion (see Stipulation, R., p. 1). 
Cardox is contained in cyli:Qders some 4 feet in length by 2 
inches in diameter which are inserted into the coal and deto-
nated by electrical current (R., pp. 11 and 12). Following 
the explosion the gas is di~cernible to the naked eye, and on 
the day of the accident there was no way of getting rid of 
the gas except its escape by suc:h draft or air as was in the 
chamber (R., p. 12). Following the detonation of the Cardox 
Cylinders, certain quantities of gaseous carbon dioxide, car-
bon monoxide and other gases are released. There is evi-
dence, and it is generally known, that carbon monoxide is a 
poisonous g·as and has a g·reater chemical affinity for the 
l1emoglobin of the blood than for any other known g·as (R . ., 
p. 42). 
It is shown in the evideooe tha.t Carbon Dioxide, which is 
a gas which will suffocate one, whose formula is 002 may 
be converted into ·Carbon Monoxide, whose formula is CO, 
by electrolysis, and such conversion, according· to the un-
disputed evidence, may be made by the operation of elec-
tric macl1inery (R., pp. 39 and 40), · and that it is not 
5* necessary to have an *electric arc for such electrolysis, 
but the electrolysis will be carried out around the elec-
trodes of the machinery (R., p. 46). 
On the date of injury to deceased, from ten to fifteen detona-
tions of Cardox bad been made in Chamber 17, the latest 
detonation an hour to an hour. and a half before the iniury 
to the deceased (R.; p. 21), and electric machinery such as 
the electrical cutting machine and electric drill were operated 
in the Cbam:ber following· such blasts of Cardox. Deceased 
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at the time .of his injury had been ·operating an electric drill. 
The deceased was working with the eleotric drill at the tail 
base m the~hamber where differeint witnesses state the air 
was bad; and of such bad condition witnesses made com-
plaints to their foreman, such complaints having been made 
since the booster fan was removed. 
Qthel Coffey states at the point indicated, ''The hnr,ler 
you worked it w·ould slow you down; you would get w-eak?' 
( R., p. ·33). SterriU Harness states, '' '''fhe ·air was pretty 
close "" "" * it was not so good" -(R., p. 37). Floyd Morris 
said, ''The air was .bad on the back end of the pillar, and 
that when I would work there-which was where the deceased 
worked when he was injured-I would g·et weak,., ( R., p. 10). 
Complaints. as to the bad ~ondition of· the air were made 'to 
the foreman. by one Stapleton (R., p. 11). Luthffr Cox, hl-
troduced by ,defendant, employer, admitted the deceased 'Com-
plained to him of the bad condition of the ai:r in the cham-
ber where he worked from three or four shifts before the 
deceased was overcome by noxious and poisonous gases, but 
the foreman admits nothing was done to alleviate the condi-
tion of the air (R., pp. 77 and 78). 
On the said 28th day of February, 1942, between 2 :30 and 
3 :00 P. M .. , or twenty-five minutes before quitting time, 
6'"' the deceased who ~was working in a remote corner of 
Chamber 17, developed a headache and complained of 
such condition. He was told to go over near the conveyor 
and get some better air. Deceased did so but he continued 
to be sick and tried to vomit, but his condition did not im-
prove. He rode the conveyor with others out of the cham-
ber, walked through the tunnel to the outside and then got 
on the man car· to go down the hill. He continued ill, and 
on the man car beg·nn to slouch and lean his head on his 
arms . .Upon arriving at the foot of the hill he had to be as-
sisted from the man car, he seeming to have lost muscttla:r 
control, especially of his legs. 
It was a .cold day and deceased was put in an automobile 
and carried to the Lee General Hospital at Pennington Gap. 
After being put to bed he became very flushed. He seemed 
to breathe hard as though suffocating (R., p. 16}. · He died 
the next morning, March 1, 194-2, at 7 :15, or more ·than 16% 
hours after he made his complaint of illness in the mines. 
E. A. Starling on March 2, 1942, received a sample of the 
blood of the deceased and took home with him which he 
tested for -carbon monoxide, using the pyrotannic test and 
got a faint discoloration wlifoh to him· indicated the presence~ 
or a trace, of carbon monoxide in the blood system. He s~ates 
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it was not a satisfactory test as the blood ha({ decomposed, 
and he does not know whether the blood had lost carbon 
monoxide from the time it was taken from the deceased until 
the test was made or not. Anyhow, deceased died March 1st 
and the test was made March 3rd, or two days later. . 
·The witness Starling, on March 2nd, found th~ mines not 
in operation due to a heavy snow storm, but made. certain 
tests in room 17 for circulation of air. A.t the intake of 
r"' room 17 his areometer registered *'2,100 ctibic feet per 
minute, but in the larger part of the room he could not get 
his instrument to register, but est_iniated circulation therein 
of 800 cubic feet per minutes at the widening place. 
ARGUMENT. 
The. ·Petitioner is aware that in accordance with the Vir-
ginia Code Section 1887 ( 61) and supported by the :recent 
case of Bitrlil>igton Mills Corporation v. Hagood, 177 Virginia 
204s 13 S. E. (2nd) 291, the Supreme Court of Appeals is 
powerless to pass· upon a question of fact determined by the 
Industrial Commission. This, we say, is conceded. However, 
in the instant case the Industrial Commission, in its award 
on August 14, 1942, found, in part, as follows: 
'' A preponderooce of t~e evidence i!l this case fails to show · 
the . claimant died ·of ·carbon monoxide poisoning. It fails 
to show wn accident (italics is 011rs} in that it fails . to show 
carbon monoxide in such conce~1tration as to have developed 
any symptoms in workers, or in the claimant of such char-
acter as proved fatal to the latter. A :finding of fact to the 
effect that the claimant sustained an aooident by carbon 
monoxide poisoning in this case would. clearly be of a specu-
lative nature. It is our duty to di~gnose the cause which 
produced death. Ii is our duty . to determine whether by a 
preponderance of .. the evidence it proves an accident, and 
from the facts we fail to find sufficient evidence to justify 
sucah a conclusion." · 
This award was affirmed by tl:ie fµU Commission, Commis-
sioner peans,. Chairman, dissenting on August 24, 1943~ 
The : Jndust.rial C'ommission -ha-ving. based its award upon 
its finding· that there. was nQ a~ident, such :finding becomes 
a ·mixed question of law and fact and is r_eviewable by the 
Court .. 
8* *Clinchfield Carbocoal Corporation, et al., v. L. B. 
Kiser, 139 Virginia 451, at page 456; 124 S. E. 271: 
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American F,urniture Company v. Gnwes, 141 Virginia, page 
1, 126 S. E. 213; Norfolk, etc., ,Steamboat Company v. Holla-
day, 174 Va. 152, 157, 5 S. E. (2) 486. 
Deceased sustained his injury by accident arising out of 
and in the course of his employment as provided by Virginia 
Code Section 1887 ( 2). There is no occupational disease in 
this case and no evidence of such. The accident occurred on 
February 28, 1942, from the deceased breathing and inhaling 
noxious and poisonous g·ases, the proximate result of which 
was his death on the following day. 
The court, in Burlington, lJ:Iitls Corporat-ion v. Hagood, 177 
Va. 204, 13 S. E. (2) 291, in defining "injury'' adopts the 
holding on the subject in W asmidh-Endicott Compmiy v. 
Karst, 77 Ind. App. 279, 133 N. E. 609-10, as follows: 
"In common speech the word inj1uy, as applied to per-
sonal injury to a human being, includes whatever lesion or 
chang·e in any part of the system produces harm or pain or· 
a lessened facility of the natural use of any bodily activity 
or capability." 
An accident, the ref ore, will have resulted when there is a 
change in any pa rt of the system producing harm or pain, or 
change lessens its facile operation, or in the language above 
·which "lessens the facility of the natural use of bodilyy ac-
tivity". In this case there was "a change and lesion pro-
ducing· harm and pain and lessening the usual orderly func-
tions of the body of the deceased''. 
''While the authorities differ in their de.finitions of the 
word,' Accident', they are generally agreed that it should 
9* be defined in a *popular rather than in a technical sense. 
Thus, we find it often de.fined as given in Webster's New 
International Dictionary, 2nd Ed., 'as a befalling; an event 
that takes place without one's foresig·ht or expectation; an 
undesigned, sudden, an unexpected event; * * 0 a mishap re-
sulting in injury to a person or thing·'." Lynchbur,q Foiin-
dry Company, e_t a,l., v. _Irvin, 178 Va. 265, 16 S. E. (2nd) 646, 
at pag·e 648, and references therein cited. 
ln the case of Lynchburg Fowndry Company v. Irvin 
(supra), the shoe causing· the accident in that case had been 
worn a period of about thirty days when suddenly the eh1im-
ant found an injury to his foot. In the instant case, Balti-
more was working h:i a section in the mine where if the 
l~ooster fan had been retained therein in prder to p~operly 
remove the poisonous g·ases, he would have probably never 
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experienced the accident which he did. But the ·fan had only 
been removed about a week, and thereafter on the day of 
the accident he made his complaint, the same complaint oth-
ers had made since the removal of the fan, and this -0ould not. 
have been an occupational disease, any more than there was 
an occupational disease in said case of Lynchburg FoulJl,(lry 
Company v. Irvin (supra). 
It is not necessary that an accident or an-injury must arise 
suddenly or instantaneously in order to be compensable; it 
is only necessary that it come unexpectedly. In the case of 
A. J. Foble and etc. v. Mildred, K nefely, a Maryland case, 
6 Atlantic (2nd) 48, 122 A. L. R. 831, the claimant was the 
operator of a machine in a shirt factory used in sewing cuffs 
on shirts, in the operation of which she used a knee pre::,s 
about 280 times an hour. In the operation of same over a 
period of two weeks her knee became injured. She com-
plained of the knee press to a floor woman as to hurting her 
knee, but the condition of the press was not rerm~died. 
10* The defense *in that case was that there ·was an oceu-
lJational disease or injury. 
On the proposition under which the suddenness of the ac-
cident must occur, the Court approved of Lo·vell v. Williams 
'B1·others, 50 S. vV. (2nd) 713, a Missouri appeal case as fol'-: 
lows: 
''It is obvious that happening suddenly does mean hap-
pening instantaneously. The lexical meaning of the word 
'sudden' is tl1is: Happening without previous notice, or with 
very brief notice; coming unexpectedly; rapid and unfor-
seen; hastily prepared, employed, made, or done * * e • '' 
In the approval of the above language the ·Court, in the 
case of Foble v. Knefely (supra), stated in part: 
'' * * ~ An injury may be accidental even though the con-
ditions which caused it extended over a considerable period 
of time~ • • .,, 
In Hall's Bakery v. Kendrick, 176 Va. 346, 11 S. E. (2nd) 
582, the Court held an accident where the claimant, in the 
course of his employment, was stooped in a squatting posi-
tion a few minutes when he felt a dull aching pain in tlie back 
of his rig·ht knee. It was found he had sustained thrombople-
l1itis. The ·Court held this to be an accident, and quoted with 
approval the lang·uage of Big Jack Overall Company v. Bray, 
161 Va. 446, 171 S. E. 686, wherein the term "accident" was 
defined as follows: 
s ij;i;cpreme Court. ·O~ App~al~ of Virginia 
1 ','.The deP.hltion of accident g~nerally assented to is an 
event .. happening. withQut any human agel!cy, or, if happ~n-
ing through human agency, an event. which, under the. Cll':-
cum$tances is -q.nus~al . and not ~xpected .by, the . person to 
whom,it happens. Where the. effect was not the natural and 
probable consequence of the. means employed,· and was not 
intended or designed, the injury .i;~sultiµg was produced by 
accidental means.'' . . . . . 
In .New.Jersey, w:h~se· require1I1ent as to accidents, is 
11 ~ , similar •to. such r~q-µirement. 4i Virginia,. m Molnar "Vi • 
. .. 411ierican Smelting and Refirii1'1,g Co., 127 N. J. L. 118, 
21 A. (2nd) 213, approving the holding in other cases, states 
the rule as follows: ... , . . . 1'i • · 
, . . .· I ·• i1, . : '. · _ 
" _• ~ • the requireme:rit that th~ h1j;ury:.or: death arise by 
accident, * * -~ .is !:!atis:&ed if the-claimantidischarges .the bur-
.de;n. of. proving that the condition'. compUJ.ined .. of, i. e., .the 
inj't;iry qr death, is related to or affected by the employment,. 
_that is to· say, if but for the employment it would not have 
occurred.'' 1 • 
,1,· 
Ip: the .iiistan.t c~se_ the . e~id·e~ee . supports the conclusion 
that the injury arose in the-course of employment,: "happened 
without any human agency''* e • where deceased at his work 
might not expect P.oisonous gases, and certainly his injury 
was "not.intended:or qesigned;'\ .. Certaiµly, this is true from 
the ev.tdence, .as .. tlle. unwholesome c0ndition of . the air in 
chamber .17 was. np,t known .until. aft~r the fan was removed 
a very f ~w dars, or- ab911;t: ij .• week, before. the injury. And 
in spite of .1tbe, complaints, l]).aµ~ to .the employer-, .nothing 
was. done to; reliev:e. the hazai;d: to deeeased. . : 
In· the case. ,Qf ~yrichburg Btean,i .Bake.ry, Jncorpo.rated;: v. 
Garrett, 161 Virginia 517, 171 S. E. 493, the employer did 
no,t. enforce hi~ rules agai11-st Joitering· and ·a,14-year-old boy, 
whpq1 the fo,re~an knew _was .viol~ting the rules of the plant 
against' loitering, was allowed to loaf about the plant .and 
molest or tease the workers wit~ a g·ravel shooter. Finally 
the.~oi,t~ring ,ad.:sh9t.an :e.mploye.e in .th~: eye with a·paper 
clip,, ,~a~&irig~f4~ fo.ss.:of .sigh. t of. ~n __' eye. _:-ln this. i_nstance the 
empl?,~~i; :Jrn~.- b~.e'1 ,.Wijft:p.ed .. of. ,!.µe .~azar~,: but did nothing to 
prohiJnt tl1e presence of the Jo,1formg lad. 
The Court in its 1 •. opinion. stated-.in part as . .follows: 
,·,:mqn a,~ .emi~i~;e·r:.k;n~w~ -~f a. l~~~ard ·to. ·which .the 
12~ e¥.lp}oy~e, ;~:·~ubjec-ted, cit is his dutv to remove the 
. hazard or Ill some other way to afford adequate protec-
tion to his employee e e • • '' 
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"No case has been cited which holds that causal connec-
tion between the employment and injury is lacking where the 
employer knew of a hazard to which the employees were 
subjected, without fa ult on their part, while in the course of 
their employment, and which the employer was under duty 
to remove and failed to remove." 
In the case under consideration Baltimore made a, com-
plaint, and so did a Stapleton, to the foreman of the bad 
condition of the air in the mine. The foreman admitted he 
received such notice but nothing was done to alleviate the 
condition. This case is entirely in point with the case of 
Lynchburg Steam Bakery v. Garrett, above cited. The em-
ployer accepted the hazard just the same as the employer i_n 
the Steam Bakery and Garrett case ( sitpra) accepted the 
hazard, and the def end ant in this case having aooepted the 
hazard, we contend he is entirely liable. 
The deceased was not the only person exposed to the 
noxious g·as in the mine and was not the only person who 
had made complaint to his fore!han, representing the em-
pl~yer in the mine; Floyd Morris, a coal loader, stated 
"there was not sufficient air in the back end of the pillar"--
which is the place where deceased worked at the time of 
the attack.- He says that when working there he would get 
weak and his heart would heat fast. This witness says that 
about thirty minutes before the end of the shift deceased wa~ 
workin9; on the back end of. the pillar and complained of 
headache, weakness and nervousness and that a Stapleton 
boy also made complaint of insufficient air. The wit-
l341c ness says the condition *of the air was worse where 
Baltimore worked, and there was no means of forcing 
air into that section. The witness, Floyd Morris, says com-
plaint was made to Luther Cox, a foreman (1R., pp. 10 and 
11). 
Nelson Robins testified at the time of deceased 's attack 
the deceased told him be was sick and saw him try to vomit 
(R., p. 26). 
Othel Coffev stated that the air was bad where the de-
ceased was injured and that the harder you worked, it "'olild_ 
slow you down ; you would ~et weak (R., p. 33). 
Sterrill Harness states that -hi the section of the chamber 
where the deceased worked. '' The air was pretty close there 
• * • not so good" (R., p. 37). 
fa1ther Cox. foreman of the employer, introduced bv thP 
employer, said that there or four shifts before deceased died 
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had complained to him about the air, but nothing· was done 
to alleviate the condition of the air (R., pp: 77 and 78). 
We believe it is a matter of common knowledge, and that 
the Court will take judicial notice, that a gas has a tendency 
to expand or move; and from the testimony of Dr. ] 1• E. 
Handy, carbon monoxide gas has a tendency to become denser 
in certain portions of the room than in others. Dr. Handy is 
the only expert that is introduced that has had experience in 
treating victims of carbon monoxide poisoning. 
E. A. Starling·, a witness offered by the defendant, came 
to the mine on l\Iarch 2nd, around 2 :30 in the afternoon with 
a mechanical device, to-wit: an areometer to test chamber 
17 for the amount of air current therein. The mine wasn't 
operating on that day but the usual and regular mine fan 
was going. The fan went off while the witness was 
14 6 *in the nrines, and a short time afterwards was put on 
ag·ain. He found at the entrance, or intake, there was 
2,100 cubic feet of air in motion; but when this witness got 
into the portion of the chamber wherein deceased was in-
jured, his instrument would not reg-ister and he could only 
estimate the air as moving 800 cubic feet per minute, but 
which he says is merely an estimate. This does not disprove 
the statement of the witness who worked in the back portion 
of chamber 17 and who suffered headaches, weaknesses, ac-
celerated heart action and nausea-as deceased suffered. 
These witnesses by their own actual experience found there 
was something· wrong with the air in the portion of the churn-
her complained of. 
The deceased manifested the usual symptoms of a victim 
of carbon monoxide poisoning·. Dr. F. E. Handy stated the 
immediate symptoms were headaches, dizziness and 11ausea; 
and as the symptoms progress, he may become completely 
unconscious and lose his whole control of the muscular sys-
tem which starts from the lower extremities and proceeds 
to the trunk, and that such victim gets a florid complexion. 
He stated also that carbon monoxide gas affects a person 
like the deceased, a 28-year-old man weighing 137 pounds, 
5 feet 9 inches in height (which is the description of the de-
ceased) more rapidly and more seriously, because the 
younger the individual the greater is the respiration in pro-
portion to the blood. He is more quickly ''overcome'' and 
this witness says that a person may be overcome by carbon 
monoxide poisoning- and after a long· period of hours, from 
16 to 17 hou'rs, may practically free himself of such gaseous 
poisoninQ.' and yet die of shock. · · . 
·we submit that in arriving at the proposition of whether 
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or not an accident occurred to the deceased, that no-_ 
158 where in the evidence *is Dr. Handy materially con-
tradicted and we believe that the Honorable Parke P. 
Deans in his dissenting opinion, reached the proper 
conclusion in finding that the deceased was overcome by a 
noxious gas and that he did rid himself, after more than 16 
hours, of said g·as and yet died of shock. 
Referring· again to the symptoms, the deceased had a head-
ache, was nervous, was nauseated and tried to vomit; and 
after he got on the man car, he lost muscular control of his 
body, beginning at the lower extremities, as he could not 
walk unassisted and had to be carried to the hospital; that 
he breathed hard as though suffocating, that as the symp-
toms progressed his complexion became florid, whereas 
ordinarily he was a man of very fair complexion. These 
symptoms are those of a patient who suffers from carbon 
monoxide poisoning. · 
Here is a person who labored ag·ainst such poisoning for 
16% hours; and since we know, as shown by the evidence, 
that carbon monoxide poisoning has a greater chemical af-
finity for the hemoglobin of the blood than any other gas; 
knowing further that the victim may free himself of the 
noxious gas and yet die of shock, and confronted also with 
the fa~t that a trace of carbon monoxide gas by test was shown 
in the blood of the deceased two days later, such test even 
being made after decomposition of the blood, is it specula-
tive to say that the deceased was injured and died of carbon 
monoxide poisoning 1 Is it speculative to say he sustained 
an injury? 
Mr. Starling, the expert introduced by the defendant, 
found in the pryotannic test of the blood of deceased 
16* a trace, or *discoloration, due to the presence of car-
bon monoxide. He says he did not get a good test as 
the blood had decomposed because it was more than two 
days old-that he is unable to say if there was more carbon 
monoxide in the blood when taken than when he ran the 
test. The witness was sufficiently impressed that he found. 
carbon monoxide present in the blood, but finding it as only a 
trace, placed it at 1/1000 of 1 %. 
Defendant relies considerably upon "Exhibit E '' which 
has been certified with the evidence and is "l\finer's Circular 
No. 33". Addressing ourselves again to the dissenting 
opinion. of Commissioner Deans, we call your attention to 
pag·e 8 of said Miners' Circular 33, and one will readily see 
bow excessively poisonous carbon monoxide may be. In ex-
cess of 0.01%1 it may eventually produce symptoms of poison-
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ing, 0.02o/o will produce slight symptoms in several hours,. 
but when exposed to .0470 for two or three hours headache 
and discomfort is the result; and 0.12% produces slight pal-
pitation of the heart in thirty minutes and tendency to stag·-
ger in one and a half hours, eonfusion of the mind and nausea 
in two hmitS; A concentration 0£ 0.20 to 0.25ro will usually 
produce unconsciousness in about thii:ty minutes. As it is 
pointed olit in the dissenting opinion of Commissioner Deans, 
these . symptoms are evidenced in those of the deceased. We 
also cali attention to the Court of page 10 under the head of 
Carbon Monoxide in "Exhibit B", Miners' Circular No. 33, 
relative to the saturation of the blood with carbon monoxide 
g·as. 
T~e defe1~dant ~laims, to have had no noxious ga:ses pres-
ent in its mine; We think tha evidence negatives that. Too 
many men felt the presence of the gas or gases and the 
l 7'11J deceased died therefrom. *It is not incumbent upon 
your petitioner to explain why there was such gas pres-
ent, but your petitioner does through the evidence explain 
the presence of such gas in the mine. 
· ·Cardox related in the statement of facts was a blasting 
device inserted in tubes 4 feet long by 2 inches in diameter 
into the holes drilled in the coal. Cardox is 002 in liquid 
state, which upon sudden _release expands to a gaseous state; 
causing the explosion. When released you then have carbon 
dioxide in. the air, whfoli froni the evi~ence is suffocating, 
l;mt _is easily thrown off when the pat~ent reaches the air. 
Carbon monoxide, froni the evidence of Dr. Handy, is the re-
sult~ng gas when carbon dioxide is not entirely oxidized.: 
Carbon monoxide, bearing· the chemical formula ·CO, may 
be produced from carbon dioxide bv electroylsis. This may 
be the result wher~ electrical machinery is in operation in 
carbon dioxide, as it ii;; not rtec.essary for an electric arc to 
be passed over by carbon dioxi.de to eo1rvert it into carbon 
monoxide. . Carbon dioxide may be transformed at the anodes, 
or poles, of electrical Il)achi:nety. Such is the uncontra-
dicted staetrient of Dr. ~andv, an expeit introduced on this 
i:mbjeet. But, it is admitted by the witness 09te, an expert 
introduced bv th~ defendant, that even in the permissive 
Cardox blasting devi¢e; some carbon monoxide; as well as 
carbon dioxide and other gases inay be released when Cardox 
detonates. 
In the chamber 17 on the dRte of the acident at least 10 
blasts of Cardox w~re made. These habpened about an hom~ 
to an hour and a half before deceased was affected by the 
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gas. He followed with an elctric drill and another man 
1s• ahead of him operated an electric ~coal cutting ma-
chine, and it is a logfoal and a well founded conclusion, 
that in addition to such carbon monoxide as was released iu 
the detonations of Cardox the electric machinery had ample 
opportunity to convert the remaining carbon dioxide into 
carbon monoxide by electroylsis; and that the deceased in 
his active physical labor fell a- victim much faster to the car-
bon monoxide gas than he otherwise would. 
An injury by poisonus gas is compensable in Virginia 
where it can be fixed with reasonable certainty, that the in-
jury was by acicdent, which means it arose on a particular 
occasion as in the case of the deceaesd. In the case of 
Aistrop v. Blue Dia·niond Coal Company, Inc., 181 Va. 287, 24 
S. E. (2nd) 546, the ·Court says as follows : 
"But it is equally well settled that where the disability or 
death of the employee is due to the inhalation of poisononft 
gases at a particular time and on a particular occasion which 
can be :fixed with reasonable certainty, the event in an 'in-
jury by accident' within the meaning of the Compensation 
acts and is compensable thereunder.'' Citing· Industrial Corn.-
mission v. Tolson, 37 Ohio App. 282; 174 N. E. 622, and other 
cases. 
Further, the Court says : 
'' The Industrial Commission of Virginia has applied the 
same principles and has allowed compensation for death or 
disability due to inhaling poisonous fumes or gases on a par.,. 
ticular occasion and at a particular time." ,Citing Ander-
son v. Crowel Auto Co., 9 0. I. C. 156; Emberey v. Southern 
Chemical Co., 13 0. I. C. 87. 
From the Aistrop case we learn that practically all 
19* *authorities agree that injury or death from inhaling 
poisonous gas is compensable, provided it is brought 
within the scope of the Compensation law, that is, provided 
it arises out of and in the course of employment. In this 
case the Court makes reference to annotations to 6 A. L. R. 
1466, 23 A. L. R. 335, 90 A. L. R. 619. 
We believe that Baltimore inhaled the poisonous gases in 
the course of his employment, that such injury arose sud-
denly, and that his dependents, the widow and children, are 
entitled to compensation from the defendant. 
It is interesting to note in this case that no actual test was 
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made for foul air until March 2, 1942, when the witness, 
Starling, took samples for analysis. It is true within an hour 
to an hour and a half after the deceased was attacked, a fore-
man came to where some men were working in chamber 17 
and inquired if the air was bad and no complaint was given 
him. There is no evidence such inquiry was made of any-
one working in the section of the room where deceased had 
worked, and the evidence is after the injury to the deceased, 
that Cardox had not been detonated after the injury to de-
ceased until the inquiry was made. Likewise, the action of 
Mr. Starling in taking samples of air some two days follow-
ing the accident is too remote. The air, or any other gas, 
is in constant motion. The mine was not in operation when 
Mr. Starling took his samples of air, and certainly they prove 
nothing. 
Your petitioner has introduced sufficient evidence to show 
that poisonous gases were present in the mine, and we be-
lieve we have conclusively so shown. The defendant at no 
time has shown that in the portion of chamber 17, where de-
ceased worked, and in compliance with the require-
20* ments of Virg'inia ,Code Section 1855 (b), ''that it, its 
*agent, or mine foreman'', has at all times maintained 
100 cubic feet of air per man per minute. As l1eretofore 
stated, the measurement of air made by Mr. Starling was two 
days after the accident, and in front of the retreating face 
his instrument would not operate, and he estimated the air 
per minute. On February 5, 1942, a measurement had been 
taken at the intake, and at the break-throug·h, and after the 
accident at the same place, but none at the tail base or along 
the retreating face. The retreating face had been driven 64 
feet and the other measurement was 117 feet. This forms a 
room from which the circulation of air was evidently excluded. 
Since the defendant did not keep an accurate check upon the 
circulation of air, how could it know in how dangerous a 
position the miners had been placed when the booster fan was 
removed. The defendant. has certainly been negligent in 
not keening· a proper flow of air to the deceased. . 
The defendant has offered no evidence to show tliat it has 
met the requi remnts of Virginia Code Section 1856. There 
is no evidence that it kept a careful watch over the venti-
lating apuarat.us. airways, travel ways, pumps and drain-
ag;e. It did not have its foreman '' to measure the air cur-
rent with an anemometer at least twice each month at the 
inlet and outlet and at or near the faces of the advanced 
heacling·s ", and did fail to "keep a record of such measure-
ments in a book having a form prescribed by the State Mine 
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Inspector".. There is evidence., that prior to the accident, 
only on one occasion was a measurement taken. This was on 
February 5J 1942., some 23 days before the accident. The 
1·etreating face was moving from day to day., and the room 
was daily enlarging. The condition of the air is found to 
have grown more precarious from day to day, yet no careful 
measurement at an:y time, prior to the accident,, was 
21 • there ever a reading, or measurement, of the air *and 
that no accurate and .systematic method was followed 
in measuring the air. Had the defendant done this, it would 
have met the requirements of Virginia Code Section #1856. 
In failing to follow the direction of this statute, it became 
careless and neg·ligent disregarding the safety of miners 
which the law sought to secure. Defendant has failed to keep 
1·oom 17 properly ventilated, and we submit it is liable., and 
the accident resulting to deceased arose out of and in the 
course of his employment, and was accidental. 
Your petitioner, the1·efore, prays that she may be granted 
au appeal from all awards and decisions of the Industrial 
Commission in this -case; that the entire record in this case 
may be reviewed and reversed by this Honorable Court; and 
that final judgment be made and entered reversing the award 
of the Industrial Commission and granting an award in favor 
of this petitioner in such amount as she and .the depend~nts 
l1erein may be entitled to. 
And your upetitioner will ever pray, etc. 
Respectfully subniittea, 
ALMEDA BALTil\I!ORE, ET ALS., 
By Counsel 
ROBT. B. ELY, Counsel. 
I, hereby certify that a copy of this petition has been de-
livered by the undersigned to Walter R. Pennington, 011 this 
date in person at Jonesville, Virginia. 
Given under my hand on the 20th day of September, 1943. 
22* *ROBT. B. ELY, 
Counsel for Petitioner. 
I, Robt. B. Ely, of Jonesville, Lee County, Virginia, an at-
torney at law practicing- in the Supreme Court of Appeals of 
Virg-inia, do certify that, in my opinion, the awards com-
J)foined of in the foregoing petition, should be reviewed. 
l(>, Sup:re:me' Court. of Appealfll of Virginia 
Given under my hand this the 20th day of September,; 1943 .. 
ROBT. B. ELY. 
A copy of this petition witTu tnmscript of' the entire :record,, 
including the evidence, is being on this. day m. ailed to the 
Clerk of the S~preme Court of Appeals of Virginia. Wythe-
ville, Virginia. _ 
Given under my hand Septembe·r 20, 1943'~ 
ROBT. B. ELY. 
Counsel fo:r· Petitioner .. 
Received 9-21-43. 
J. W. HUTTON1 
Deputy Clerk .. 
October 12, 1943. Appeal awarded by the Court. Bondi 
$300 .. 
M. B. W. 
RECORD 
(TRANSCRIPT OF TESTIMONY.) 
Everett J. Baltimoi-e (deceased); Employe; Almeda Balti-
more, et als., Claimants, 
v. 
Benedict Coal Corporation, Employer (self-insured). 
Claim No. 611-102 .. 
Claimant-in-chief appeared in person. 
Robert B. Ely, .Attorney-at-law, Jonesville, Virginia, for 
claimants. 
Penning-ton and Pennington (W. R .. Penning-ton), Attor-
neys-at-law, Pennington Gttp, Virginia, for defendant. · 
.H~a~ing bef'or~ Commissioner Nickels, at Pennington Gap, 
Virgnua, June 19, 1942. 
Cotnmissionet: How about the average wage? 
Mr. Pennington: _Here is th<\ wag·e chart\ showing an .aver-
ag·e weeklv wage of $32.69, which would yield the maxunum 
compettsn.tion benefits of $16.00 per week. 
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Mrs. Almeda Baltimore .. 
(Note. Said. age chart is filed and marked '' Exhibit 'A' ''.) 
Commissioner: Is there any question about the legal mar-
riage of the widow Y 
Mr. Pennington: No, sir. 
Commissioner: Note. Legal marriage ~nd dependency of 
the minor children stipulated in the Application for a Hear-
ing are conceded. 
Commissioner: The sole question is whether dr not. there 
was any accident ai'ising out of and in the course of the ~m-
ployment f 
Mr. :Pennington : Yes, sir; . 
Mr. Ely: It is stipulated by couD:sel for the parties that 
the explosive used in the chamber in which the deceased 
worked was that ·under the trade name of Oardox, which is 
liquid carbon dioxide, and that, upon sudden release, it ex-
pands into gas, which caused the explosi(?·n. 
page 2 ~ All witnesses having been sworn, the following 
testimony was taken~ viz. :· 
MRS . .ALMEDA BALTIMORE, .Claimant-in-Chief. 
By M;r. Ely: , .. . .. 
Q. You are widow of Everett J. Baltimore? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did your husband work at the time of his death? 
A. At No. 11 Mine, Benedict Coal Corporation. 
Q. How long had he worked for Benedict Coal Corpora-
tion Y . 
A. About 5 years. . 
Q. When was it tha.t your husband died? 
A. March 1, 1942. 
Q. Where did he die? . 
4. Pennington Gap Hospital. 
Q. That is known as Lee General Hospital, is it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Wben was it that he was talten to the hospital; 
A. The night before, on February 28, 1942. 
Q. Did you go with him to the hospital? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did you fiurst see yonr husband t 
A. At the foot of the mo:u1~Jain, at th~_ light house. . 
Q. At about what time of the dav of February 28 was it? 
A. It was when the miners came from work. I do not know 
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Mrs. Almeda Baltimore. 
just when it was. It was when the men and he came to the 
bottom of the mountain, along about 3 :00 or 4 :00 o'clock. 
Q. Now, at what time on March 1, 1942, did he 
page 3 ~ die? . 
A. According to the way I noticed it, it was a 
little after 7 :00; 7 :15 by my time. 
Q. Were you with him from around 4 :00 o'clock until 7 :00 
o'clock the next morning? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you came to the hospital with him 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you notice with him about his breathing! 
A. He was breathng hard. 
Q. What do you mean f 
A. He was breathing fast. 
Q. Breathing was unnatural f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he ·continue breathing that way until he died f 
A. Yes, sir; except it got ha.rder. 
Q. What was the condition of your husband's health 'f 
A. It _was good; we never had a doctor with him. 
Q. How long· had you been married f 
A. 8 years. 
Q. During the 8 years you sa.y you have never had a doc-
tor for your husband; he was never sick enough for that f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How old was he? 
A. 28 years. 
0. How mucl1 did lie weigh? 
A. 137 pounds. 
Q. How tall was he f 
page 4 ~ A. 5 feet, 9 inches. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. Did you go to the hospital in a closed or in an. open 
car? 
A. In a closed car. 
Q. What kind of car was it? 
A. Chevrolet, 1937. 
Q. Coach. 
A. Yes, sir. 
0. Did he ride in the front or rear scat f 
A. Rear. 
• I I 
• •' I 
Q. How far is it from Benedict, where you statted out in 
the car to the hospitalf 
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A. I do not know the exact mileage . 
• J3y Mr. Ely: 
Q. Did you notice anythhig about his color when you got 
into the hospital? 
A. He was pale until we got him in there, and after he got 
warm he was red in the face. 
Q. Did he continue to stay red in the face until he died Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were asked about the kind of car in which you w,ent 
to the hospital; what was the condition of the weather on Feb-
ruary 28, 1942? 
A. It was cold .. 
Q. Very cold! 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. How many were in the automobile t 
A. 4. 
page 5} By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. Your husband was naturally pale facedt 
A. Yes, sir; really fair .. 
Q. Florid complexion t 
A. He had a fair complexion_ 
·witness stood aside .. 
J\IRS. MAMIE BALTIMORE. 
By Mr. Ely! 
Q. You are Mrs. Mamie Baltimore! 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. The mot.her of Everett J. Baltimore, deceased f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the general health of your son? 
A. It was good; never had a doctor -with him in my life on 
account of sickness. 
Q. When he had the childhood ailments, what about that? 
A. I treated him myself. 
Q. You never had a doctor with him in all his life f 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. You lived in Tennessee at one time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When your son moved to Virginia, did you come with 
him? 
A. Yes, sir. I was about 8 months. 
Q. After you came to Virginia his health has been good? 
Mrs. Maniie 1Jultitnore:. 
~. "¥'es; sir. . 
Q. Did you hear of J'Our son's being injured in 
page 6 ~ the mines Y . . 
A.i Not until they had takeu him to the. hospital.. 
Some of the boys came to tell me about it after we had eaten 
supper. They took me1 it was· about 8 iOO o'clock. Q. You got there at about 8 :00 o 'eldck on the night he was 
taken to the hospital! 
.A.. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did you stay with him _until he filed 1 . 
A. I staid with him ttntil about 10 :00 o'clock that night; 
they all said he was getting better and there was. no use of 
my staying all nig·ht; that they thought he would get petter 
after he had slept a while. I had hardly gotten home when 
they stated he was worse. 
Q . .A.t what time do you think yon g"Ot back to the hos-
pital! 
A. It was in, about 1% hours; I guess between 1112 and 2 
hours. 
Q. Did you notice anything about the way your son was 
·breathing when you saw him at 8:00 o'clockf 
A. Yes, sir; he was breathing hard: 
Q. What do you mean f 
A. Like he was choking, could not get his breath. 
Q. Seemed to be suffocating, could not g·et his breath? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was he breathing that way when yon left him at 10 :00 
o'clockf . 
A. It seemed like be got a little better when I. left, . 
Q. Do you know whether or not he had been given a hypo-
dermic fief ore ;you left 1 
.A. They said he had not. 
Q. Was he breathing fast wheh you went back¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 7 ~ Q. What was his color when you w~nt to the hos-= 
pital ! 
.A. It was flush. 
Q. What ,vas his natural color¥ 
A. He was an awfully fair-skinned boy. · 
By Mr. Pennington: 
· Q. Pid he~ smoke f 
A. Yes, sir. . 
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Q. When he crone into t:q.~ P,.Q~pitaj1 ~~y ~~y~r~4 ~ µp with blankets to get him warm i · · , · · · · · ·· 
!,... J W~t? PRt there WP~P. t~~r µr~~ 1it~g~ ~ipi ~H-~~~~ Q. He was covered when you saw rm Y · 
I
. A. Yes, sir. They had him hot and sw~,!iP~ 1-Y?~P. I ~~w 
nm. 
I .!f• 
Witness stood aside. 
BENJAMIN BALTIMORE . 
• ' • J J. {. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. Yyou ~r.~ tp~ f~t~er Rf ~:Y~reit ?~ l3~~tf~q!eT 
A. es, s1r. 
(Commissioner: Is tl1is cumulative of what the mqt}l~f Ji?§ 
said f · · · · ' 
].\fr. Ely: Yes, sir ; it would be about th~ ~~~ t]i~ng. · 
. Commissioner: Are ypµ ~~µig tq try tq 'cps}?~~.~ ~~~ f ~lll.ilY 
history on ~ccount of gqq_fl h~~mi 1 · . . 
].\fr. Pennmgton: No, sir. 
Mr. Ely: In other words, l!~ f1gf~e ttm,t ~ni~ 1Vftn~SE3 wq-qld 
. ~-~rrppqr.~t~ t~~ ~PtHer1_ . . 
page 8 ~ Commissioner: Yes, sir. 
Mr. Ely to witness: Stand aside.) 
Witness stood aside . 
. ~
By Mr. Ely: 
Q~ +s YP1t.r name f,lpyq Merri~' 
A. Yes, su. 
Q. Where do you work Y 
A. Benedict Coa~ C~ffP<?rniiori. Q. What do you do Y · · 
A. Load cqal. 
A
Q. WY ere -,ou·working th~rn AH f~l:mHJFY ~Sr ~~4?1 
. es, sir. · 
Q. What kind of WBflr PB Yf}U .99 f 
~: h<!W.tt\i:~tr~llM!lmii~11f· 
4- Y~~' sp·. 
Q. Do you· ·cut coal with that machi:q~1 
A. Y~~~ ~if. 
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Q. What operates the machine T 
A. Electricity. 
Q. Were you acquainted with Everett J. Baltimore in his 
lifetimeY 
A. About a year. 
Q. Were you working· in the same chamber of the mine with 
him on February 28, 1942, the day he was attacked? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. W e1·e you running the machine that day 1 
page 9 r A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was he doing! 
A. He was loading. 
Q. Did he also run the electric drill on that day f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How high is the top of this chamber where you were 
working·? 
A. I sup-pose about 33 inches. 
Q. How long is itY 
A. Supposed to have been 60 feet. 
Q. How wide is it the other wayY 
Q. Do you mean the block coal 7 
A. I mean this chamber or room in which you were work-
ing. 
A. It is 60 feet across the working face. 
Q. ·what is the width the other way? 
A. I do not understand what you mean. 
Q. What is the leng-th and depth of it Y 
A. It is supposed to be about 300 feet deep; it is about a 
60-foot pillar. 
Q. Were there any booster fans in that section on Febru-
ary 28, 1942? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Had there been at some time before 0? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was the fan taken out, if you know? 
A. I do not remember exactly. 
Q. Do you know about how long? 
A. I should say about a week. 
page 10 ~ Q. Had you had any trouble in that chamber on 
account of bad air after the fan was taken out? 
A. It did not seem like that had had sufficient air on the 
back end of the pillar. 
Q. Did you yourself have any attacks while in there! 
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.A. Only I would get weak. 
Q. Did you have any trouble with headaches! 
A. I do not remember any. 
Q. .Any trouble with your heart 1 
A. Yes~ sir; it seemed to beat pretty fast when I worked 
hard. 
Q. That is, at the back end of the pillar. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where in the mine was Everett J. Baltimore working 
when he was injuredf 
A. About 15, feet. 
Q. Was he the last man in the baek of the pillarf 
A. I should say 3 of us were working there. 
Q. Did he tell you anything about his condition on that 
day while you were working there 1 
A. Yes, sir; about thirty minutes before quitting time. 
Q. What did he tell you? 
A. Complained of headache. 
Q. Did he complain of anything else., of whether or not he 
was weak? 
A. Yes, sir;· weak and nervous .. 
Q. Did anybody else in that place make any complaint after 
that fan was removed f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 11 } Q. Who was that, if you remember f 
A. I remember the Stapleton boy, who said they 
should have more air, there was not sufficient air there. 
Q. Was it worse in that chamber where Baltimore was 
working than at other places? 
A. As a general rule, he was working in the back and it was 
worse there. 
Q. No air could g·et in there? 
A. I could not say no air could get in there. 
Q. There was. nothing to force the air in there, had no fan 1 
A. No fan there. 
Q. Was this drill he.operated aiso operated by electricity? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he follow you as you cut the -coal 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you complete your cutting, how long before 
his injury? 
A. Something· like an hour. 
Q. You think it was about an hour before he made the com-
plaint? 
A. Yes, sir. 
~ ~HF;~m~ 8~Hft. pf :AJll.lS~!f sf fiFF.ifl 
!.f ~~~ ~err~~ 
Q; With wh:at do they shoot iH ~p..t fWll~T 
A. Shoot. )Y}~ G~fdR_L 
Q. How 1s 1t · placed m the coff-l fO ~lipf?t ! 
A. Y ?U just run it ba~~ iR !P.~ JiaJe'j' grill , f!AJe '9µ ~re 
ft 1m ,:1µt (!- ~Aupl~ C?f mr~s !ffifi ff. I~ 1mt P:fi )Vft}i ! RP.tt~ry. Q. The oattery 1s an electric battery 1 · . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is the Cardox in a cylinder¥ 
A. Yes, sjr. · 
page 12 } ~~· About Itow longY 
A. I have. a1; id~a about 4 f~~t Iqng: 
A
Q. AnA~~ ~Rff~lt Jwwl~ b}g_ Hl~ein~~t'1f 1 . . 
. .uum a coup, e of ·me es. 
o. Now when '.that e~p·1i'oz es' iln 1!.011 notic~ any ~m1,olre frpm it ~r gas't' -~ .• .,, \ l'.. 't-'··~~·.t: ".f tttf i('\HI \VU' , rrrr. r;. h 1"t1 I I 
A. Yes, sir. Q: How 'ci1d you get rid of it in, t"J:mr~ r 
A. We did not h~ve an7 wa:r /!f ~~Hin1 tj.d qf it: Jt "as t~~e~ o~t by 'YP~t J~tt}~ ~If "W,3f W !'fi~r~, 1~. ff1l I 1H101V~ Q. You had no way· of getting· 1t out; it had tq gp qut 
naturally f -~ · · 1 
A. Yesi sir. Q: Con a· 'yon follow those shots inte.rm~qi~t~Jv o,: not 1 
A. We usually do. ,. ' .... 11 .. 1' · · • 
Q. · Did anvbodv in your grqup cqmP,hiil} to th~ f or~m~n 
about the coriditI6n'of f1ie~ 'ir 1ii· tli~ 14'rr I>ettheret' ~ .. · A. ·1·Jiad. · ·~···· ' .. , .,,t 1f' · · \ · .\. ··· .~ .. · · 
Q. T<{wliom did vou comp.Iain t A. ·LutliJf' Cmt·' :<·Y L'J~ •tll•. r 
Q. ~~t M1 ~~ t~H YP.» ~'hm~t it 1 
A. I do not know that he· matte any reply. 
Q. Di~ you h. ear Ev_e_r~tt 'J: ~,Jtifµqf~ t~IJ ~}IfRPdY. apput 
the cond1hon of the air Ill tn~re . . . 
A. I q.q p.o~ thfn~ ~:q: '' . :~. ·: \ 
Q. ¥on say lilverett J. Baltimore took ~ick or \Vfl.~ hurt 
t~~Ar~ :,hh9R! sPt mt.ilinHt~~ ~~fRr~ ql}ifffP.~ fiw.~f.n . . ' . . . .. 
• ·1.·· e urs eara. mm menuon h. 
Q. Th~t. ~,s ~f ~rluit Fm~ qf tlm iJttr t 
page 13 ~ A. 11:>eheve at 2 :3'0 o'clock to a· :00 q~plock. 
Q. How gid he get Offf pf th~ fllffi~1i ' ·· ~-
A. He crawled ·ou't to''the oett:' .. . · ,,l 
ou~Y Did all of you have to cr~w1 tP tJ.te lu~I~ ~4 t~ml r~g it 
. ··x. ¥es, sir. . 
Q. It was lying down then Y 
I 
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A. Yes; sit. 
Q. When you get outside, how do you go away ftom the 
mine, do you have a man trip? 
A. No, sir; you walk through the tunnel there. 
Q.. Did he walk that distance 1 
A. I suppose so; I · did not noiioe him walking .. 
Q. You do not know who, if anyone, helped him Y 
Aj No, sir •. 
Q. How far is that 7 
A. Sfjrnething like 1h mile, I gnass. 
Q. Then, did you see him after you got to the mountain 
or whatever place it wgs that you spoke· ()f Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you notice anything about his breathing'! 
.A. I did not. 
Q. Did yoti see liim get off of the man car Y 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did lie get off unassisted o-r noU 
A. No, sir; someone helped him offt I do n:ot remember wb(j 
it was. 
Q. From there where did you see him taken Y 
page 14 ~ .A. They took him to the liglit hmtse. 
Q, D<:1 .yOti know who tMk hin1 there Y 
A. No, sir, I do not believe I remember. I took his knee 
pads and his rocm1 kit. 
Q. Please state about what part of your day was spent in 
operating that electric- mMhi.ne·, 
A. That would be pretty hard to say that day1 just how 
much of it was used to operate the machine. 
Q. That afternoon; you think probably an hour before 
quitting time you ceased to operate it? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long had you been operating it when you qtlit; do 
you thinkY 
A. A little bit over an hour, an hour and 15 minutes. -
Q, And he was drilling behind yW af that time 7 
.A. Not all the time; he was }(jffding ahead of the machine 
patt of th0 time. 
Q. Do you mean shot some als(i f 
.A. Yes, sir, 
. Q. Do you know how many ghots wer€J ptt.t tiff? 
.A. No, sir. 
Q. About when, with reference to the time this mart was in-
jured, do you think these shots w{tfe :ff red? 
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A. I think the last shots were fired about, oh, I should say, 
about 1 % hours. 
Q. Before he was injured f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 15· r Q. YOU continued operating your umachine after 
that for some time¥ 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. "\Vere those shots fired. all at the same time or probably 
at different times during· the day¥ 
A. No, sir; we shot about half the place and loaded it and 
then came back. 
Q. About how many shots do you think you fired each time 
you did? 
A. About 5 shots, I guess, each time. 
Q. Did Everett J. Baltimore tell you how he felt? . 
A. He just complained of headache and said he was weak 
and nervous. 
Q. Did you see him at any time after you had left him that 
afternoon, while he was leaving? 
A. No, sir. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. What was the number of this working place Y 
A. No. 17. 
Q. How long had you been working on No. 17, you and the 
rest of your crew! 
A. "\Vell, I g·uess about a month. 
Q. Altogether t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you start driving the main heading! 
Q. On which these men worked f 
A. Yes, sir. 
A. Yes, sir.· 
Q. Was Everett J. Baltimore with the crew when they 
started driving the main room f 
page 16 ~ A. I could not answer that; I do not know for 
sure whether or not he was on all the time; but he 
had been working with the crew for some time. 
Q. ·when you started working on this main room, .you 
sta rtecl the heading straight ahead? ·, 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. How wide was that 6! 
A. 21 feet. 
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Q. And you drove that a distance of whaU 
A. Around 300 feet. 
Q. Then you did what you call butting off, did you noU 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. In other words., you turned at right angles and cut back 
to the right! 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. And cut back 60 feet from the 21-foot main cut., is that. 
right? 
A.. Yes, sir .. 
Q. .And, then, each succeeding-You would take off so much 
on each succeeding cut on what you would call the retreating 
wall, would you not 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ~nd the face of that retreating wall was 60 feet t 
A. About 60 feet. 
Q. Along that retreating wall was the conveyor that you 
loaded the coal into after you had .shot it down, is that right! 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did all of you help to load coal into the conveyor .after 
you had shot down the coal 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 17 ~ Q . .All of you did practically the same kind of 
wo1·k that any one or the other did, is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you would alternate between drilling holes to maybe 
undercutting, is that correcU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But, after you had shot down coal, you would all pitch 
in and go to loading until you got the space all cleaned up 
.and stai'ted again, is that correcU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other words, you were all working there indiscrimi-
nately under the same conditions, is that correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, there was ~ booster blower put into operation 
when you first began driving that room, was there noU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it was contJnued until you came up to the head-
ing, was it not? 
A. I think so, yes, sir. 
Q. Was there not at that time a breakthroug·h made between 
Nos. 16 and 17 rooms? 
A. Yes, sir .. 
2s ~t1.prtttt1e (1oott d Apperu, et Vi1g'b.i11 
FZ6gd Morris .. 
Qr And at that fooni tlie blower wa~ disoontiiiued t 
A. After we got the breakthrough made. 
By C~mmissi.oner ~ . . , · . Q. Y dtl say the hM.ding wa§ betwef:Jii Nos. 16 a!td 17 °l 
A .. Yes, sir; cr·oss-cut between 16· and 17 .. 
page 18 ~ By M:r. :Fetiniilgton~ 
Q. You experienced no difficulty so long as yatl 
were driving straight forward on the main 21 faot beading, 
did y€>u1 
A. :Nd, sit. 
Q. It was only when you began to .butt off that yeu began to 
feel some discomfort¥ . 
A. Yes, sir: aft~r we httci gmtett e;ome distattee into the 
butt-off., 
Q. W tts noi t:be fi:rst butt-=9:fi -wot·se=tl roea:fi,- the nrs~ btltt-
ofr ytm :made, was not that tli@ time at which you expedettced 
most difficult with the ail"Y 
Q. You mean while we were buttifig this ofU 
A. Yes, sir. 
A. Na, §it; i cltillci 11m §ay ft was Einy worse there., 
Q. Was the face of the room that you drove sttaiglit lor ... 
w11r·d-·W'1§ tlia btt!akthrBng:h r1ght tt~at' th~ face at some 
distance £ro1n it Y · 
,4.. I_ do not remember_; it was not far from th<! fttcf!. Q. Was not tliet'e a dista:fic~ 6£ somldhi11g like ~o £~t be 
tween. the £~ce ttnd th~ breiiktltt"ough f 
A. I could not say. · 
Q. Yo~ do not know, is that the idea 1 
A. Yes; sit'. 
Q. What Wtis tile depth ol each <fut that yon ,v6nlcl httve 
tna.ae, approximately! 
A, AlJttut 6% £(:jet. 
Q. .Abaut how matty ·dtits would yoo mttke p~t day y 
Qi After -we hEtd sfatt~d fetreatittg1 
A. Yes. -
A. Arott~d 1 % cttfa A dttjr. 
page 19 ~ Q. And, m making those cttt~, how tttttny shots 
would you make to each cut t 
A. About 10 shots to each cut. 
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Q. In other words, during the course of the 7-liour shift, 
you would shoot apptoximately 15 of those Cardox shells, is 
that correct? 
A. Sometimes we would shoot only 1 cut. 
Q. About 11h cuts on a 60-foot retreating face was about 
all you could do in a day f ... 
A. On the average, I should say. 
Q. Do you know that on the day that Everett J. Baltimore 
had his seizure you did no better than the average? 
A. I do not know that we did. 
Q. According to that, you would have exploded in the 
neighborhood of 16 of those Cardox shells in the 7-hour shift; 
is that right? 
A. I do not remember exactly, but I know we shot 10 that 
day; I know that we shot down 1 cut and that would have 
.been 10 shots. 
Q. You have no recollection of shooting any more Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was it at the time that Everett J. Baltimore was seized 
that you were preparing to shoot another cut! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say that you could not see any difference between 
the time you first butted off to each step as you went back 
until the day 'that Everett J! Baltimore had this seizure; is 
that correct Y 
A. I could not tell any difference. , 
Q. In other words, the air that was in there seemed to have 
about the same general consistency that it had had all along, 
is that correct Y 
page 20 ~ A. That is about right. 
Q. You understood that that would be just about 
the situation from day to day; in other words, that you would 
go in there and would experience these headaches and 
trembling spells and heart beats Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was to be expected from .day to day, is that right f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you state your idea of how far this retreating face 
had been cut back from the main face? 
A. That would be hard for me to say. · 
Q. It was a distance of approximately 100 feet at the time 
Mr. Baltimore had his seizure? 
A. I suppose about that much. 
Q. The air that came in from the main up to the point 
where you were butting off was good, was it not Y 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it continued that way on up to the breakthrough, 
did it noU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After young Mr. Baltimore had this seizure, what did 
he do; did he stay where he was when he first began com-
plaining or did he go somewhere else t 
A.. When he first complained of headache, I told him I 
would help him drill out a place, but told him to ~o out to the 
main current of air where he would get better air. 
Q. Did he lie down when he went over there? 
A. I was working a.bout 30 minutes, and, when 
page 21 ~ I came there, he was on his knees throwing blocks 
of coal, and had his hands up to his head, and 
later he was trying to vomit. 
Q. The last shooting you said was about an hour or hour 
and a half, approximately that, before he had this seizure! 
A. Something like that. 
Q. When he was at the place where he went over there to 
lie or sit down at the place where you found him throwing 
small lumps of coal into the conveyor, that was in the main 
air current, was it not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And from that time on he staicl in the air all the way 
out to the outside, did he not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, he went down to the conveyor, rode out, I believe 
you said, to the tunnel 0? 
A. He rode the belt to the outside. 
Q. Did he get all the way to the outside? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. You said something, a while ago, about going through 
the tunnel. 
A. We have to go through the tunnel to get through the 
mountain. 
Q. About how far is it that you have to travel that wayf 
A. I should say about 1h mile. 
Q. And he walked that distance himself to the man car Y 
A. I die} not notice him going through. We did not have 
a man trip. He just walked throug·h. · 
Q. About how much time do you think it was after quitting 
time until you arrived at the man car? 
A. Nearly 30 minutes. 
J]ag·e 22 ~ Q. And during all of that time lie bad been in 
good health? 
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.A. Yes, sir. 
Q . .And it was on the man car that you noticed him slump 
as he was going down on the man car Y 
A.. N 0 1 sir; I did not notice him until he was getting off 
the car. . 
Q. Had there been any other kind of ,shooting in that mine 
that day that you know ofY 
A. I do not know of any. 
Q. Were there any fires in that mine? 
.A. Not that I know of. 
Q. As far as you know, no other explosive had been used 
in the mine than the Oard ox? 
A. That is all I know about. 
Q. Now, you spoke a while ago about complaining to one 
of the section foremen about the condition of the air; can 
you state approximately how long it was before Everett J. 
Baltimore had his seizure? 
.A. No, I could not. 
Q. Do you remember that Room No. 16 fell int 
A. I do not. 
Q. Do you remember that, after Everett J. Baltimore had 
had his seizure, the booster fan was put in there? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether or not at that time No. 16 had 
fallen in? 
.A.. No, sir. 
Q. Did you ever have any occasion to go through No. 16? 
.A.. No, sir .. 
page 23 ~ Q. Did Everett J. Baltimore smoke? 
A. I never noticed his smoking. 
Q. What kind of lights did you gentlemen use? 
A. Miner's safety lights. 
Q. Is that an electric lamp f 
· A. Yes, sir; battery. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. You never saw him smoking on the ground any? 
A. No, sir, I never did. 
Q. What is the size of the opening that you were asked 
about between those 2 rooms? 
.A. Well, I do not know ; I imagine about 15 feet, some-
thing- like that. 
Q. You think it was 15 feet wide? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Pennington asked you about when you went to work 
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there and the ~an was taken out, that you expected to have 
a weak heart and headaches. 
A. He asked me if I expected the same thing to happen day 
after day following· it. · 
Q. Day after day, when you were working there with no 
fan and without any circulation of air, you exepcted to have 
that condition Y 
A. I felt weak and my heart beat fast when I got tired. 
Q. That is what you mean, thenY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q: Do you recall when the booster fan was put bac.k in 
that chamberY 
A. No, sir. 
page 24 } Q. Please state whether or not, the day follow-
ing Mr. Baltimore's injury, if that was the time 
when this big snow came which tied up traffic. 
A. I think the snow started on. Monday after he took sick 
on Saturday. 
Q. And you did not work Sunday Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you work any at the mines after that for a wl1ile 1 
A. I did not work any more until the next Monday. 
Q. Was the mine closed down or the section in which you 
worked until Monday Y 
A. It was closed down from Saturday to Saturday. 
Q. The next day that you went back into the mine, which 
was after being out 1 week, please state whether or not the 
fan was put back in that room in· the mine. 
A. I could not say. 
Q. Was it put back pretty soon f 
A. Mter we went back, I do not remember just how long. 
Q. The fan was put back in Y "' 
A. Yes, sir. 1 
Q. But you just cannot say wheth;r or not it wa'3 put in 
there the day you went to work agam? 
A. I do not know. 
Witness stood aside. 
NELSON RIOBINS. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. What is your nameY 1, 
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A. Nelson Robin.s 
page 25· t Q. Do you live at Benedict and work up there Y 
A. I work up there, do not live up there. 
Q. Did you know Everett J. Baltimore in his lifetime1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What kind of work did you do in the mine! 
A. I loaded coal. 
·Q. Did you load in No. 17 on February 28, 19421 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was Everett J. Baltimore also working in that roomf 
A. Yes, sir. 
(Commissioner: Is there any discrepancy between this 
gentleman's testimony and that of the boy who has just tes-
tified; in other words, did he give a true and correct picture 
of the lay-out that you wish to bring out 7 
Mr. Ely : There is some. difference. I should like to have 
it in the record. 
Commissioner : Go ahead until you get it in there as .you 
want it.) 
Q. Do you know whether or not there was any booster fnu 
in the mine where you worked on February 28, 19427 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you remember when it was taken out Y 
A. I do not remember. 
Q. How many worked in that chamber on that day1 
A. I believe it was 5. 
Q. Was any coal shot that day? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 26 t Q. With what did you shoot it? 
A. Cardox. , 
Q. Was there an electric machine running in there f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was there also an electric drill? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who ran the electric drill? 
A. Baltimore and Othel Coffey. 
Q. Do you know if Everett ,J. Baltimore was running an 
electric drill immediately before he quit work or before he 
was injured Y 
A. Yes, sir. He lacked maybe 2 or 3 holes of being drilled 
up. Mr. Morris took his place; and he came over to the cor-
ner where I was and said he was sick. 
Q. What did he say was wrong! 
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A. That his head was hurting. I noticed he was pale and 
I told him to lie across the conveyor and get some air, and 
maybe it would get better. He said it was about 25 minutes 
of quitting time and he would try to make full time. He lay 
down and he tried to vomit. I do not know whether he did 
vomit or not. 
Q. Did he say anything about being weak·? 
A. No, sir; just said he was sick. 
Q. And told you his head was hurting? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you leave there with him after the day's work was 
done? 
A. No, sir'; I did not pay much more attention to him after 
he came over there and lay down, I thought it might wear 
off. He never said any more. We finished off the shift. 
Q. In what part of the chamber in Room No. 17 
page 27 ~ was he working¥ 
A. He had worked practically all over it that 
day. 
Q. I mean when he got sick. . 
A. At the time he was complaining, he was way over on 
the tail base of the conveyor. · 
Q. How was the air in that section Y 
A. It was· not so g·ood in the tail base. 
Q. What do you mean by not being so good? 
A. It was not so good. A man was ~ubject to get sick. 
Q. Have you ever been sick in that section 1 
A. No, sir; it never made me sick. 
Q. But the air was bad? 
A. Yes, sir. On the corner it was fairly good, here wher~ 
the machine first started cutting, when he came in and snid 
he was sick. 
Q. When you came out of the mine, did yon go to t.lie man 
car with him? · · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Could he get along all right himself or not f 
A. He g·ot on the man car, when I noticed him1 after he left 
the other men. I was talking· to him. And th<1 next time I 
noticed him, he was on the man car, and he J1ad his arms to 
his head. I told him he had gotten sick in thP minos. · 
Q. How did he get off the car when it stoppc!d ! 
A. They had to help him off. 
Q. Did he continue walking or have to lie down! 
A. No, sir; he could not walk, they helped him. He ~ecmed 
like a drunken man. 
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page 28} By Mr .. Pennington: . 
Q. How long were you working in this working 
place, altogether; that was No. 17 working place., was it not-
1·oom Y 
A. Yes., sir .. 
Q. Did you start out with the rest of your crew when the 
first entry was begun? 
A. I do not remember. Maybe I would work in there 1 day 
and maybe somewhere else another day. 
Q. You do not know whether you worked in ther,~ steadily 
day after day and from shift to shift or not Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How long do you think that you and these other men 
and Mr. Everett J. Baltimore had been working together be-
fore he had his seizure? 
Q. Do you mean that day f 
A. No, sir; I mean how many days or weeks or months 
~s the case may be.. · 
A .. I do not know. I worked be>fore that with Baltimore, 
but I do not remember whether i.t was in that place or not. 
Q. When Mr. Baltimore had hi::: seizure, on Februnry 28, 
1942, you were working on the retreating faee, were you 
not.? 
A. We had the place butted off and we were cutting back .. 
Q. The conveyor rm.1 all the way across the face of tha:t butt 
off'! 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had that been in motion lllore or less all day J 
A. Yes, sir; practically all day. Somefh.uns we would have 
to shut it off in moving back and like that. 
page 29} Q. When Mr. Baltimore began drilling, on what 
part did he begin drilling? 
.A. There where the machine first started to cul 
Q. Would that be on the main air current which runs be-
tween the mouth of the room and the breakthrough? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
· Q. How long· did it take him to drill a hole, if you know Y 
.A. It .w~:mld be just acc~rding to the way-Sometimes you 
start dr1llmg· a hole and Int sand rock and have to drop back 
and drill another hole. If you have luck, I should ~ay 4 or 5 
minutes. · 
Q. He had made no complaint before he ~tarted drilling? 
.A. Not that I know of. 
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Q. Had you ever heard any oi the other ·men's being af-
fected that day Y 
.A:.. No, sir. 
Q. I believe you say you had not f 
A. No, sir, I had not. 
Q. Do you know how· many holes he had drilled before he-
had his seizure? 
A. Not exactly, I do not.know. 
Q. Do you think as many as 4· or 5 t 
A. Something like that .. 
Q. How far apart would those be spaced, do you thinkf 
A. About' 6 or 7 feet, something like that. 
Q. And about how many minutes was it before quitting 
time before .he complained Y . · 
A. It was about 25 minutes to quitting time; that is wl1at 
he told me when he came over there. I do not know at that 
time, but he said that; and that he would like to make his 
time. . 
page 30 } Q. And you advised him to go ove.r and lie down 
in the airf 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And he did go over immediately almost Y 
A. Yes, sir; but he took up 2 or 3 shovels full and said he 
could not make it, and lay down. 
Q. As to the relative exertion to do it, does it take more 
exertion to shovel coal into the conveyor· or to drill the holes f 
A. No, sir, harder work to drill the holes. 
Q. A man has to lean against the drill Y 
A. You have to strain more. 
Q. The hard work comes from being in a strained· position 
mostly? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But a man does more physical work by cff ort than he 
does by drilling Y 
A. I believe I would rather shovel than to drill. 
Q. Now, had you noticed any difference in the air from the 
time you made your -first butt-off, from day to day, back to 
the place where Mr. Baltimore Im.cl hh, sefaurc1 
A. Well, when we drove our place---T rememl)er I was- in 
tl1ere when they started butting the place off, because I re-
member helping brin!?' tbe maehino across the conveyor, a.nd 
thev were at the bc,oster at that tim~. 
Q. When was that l>0oste1· taken out J 
A. Well, it was after-We ,•nt a br,~akthrongh from No. 2 
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to No. 16, and it would have took until tlrn last of that break-
through was cut. . 
Q. That was before the first butt offY 
A. We cut the breakthrough and then, I reckon, they took 
the booster out. 
page 31 ~ Q. And then it was that you made the butt-offY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that right up at the end was the worst time ,you 
ha~, on the first butt-off, in the way of air Y 
A. I do not just remember about it. 
Q. Was there any differen~ from day to day, as the. re-
treating wall wa~ cut off; did the air get any worse or was it 
about the same 1 · 
A. About the same, as best I remember. On this corner 
here, back next to the tail base, there was not much air. 
Q. It was about the· same from day to day 1 
· A. Yes, sir, about the sa~e. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. When was the fan put back in after the accident! 
A. I do not remember. 
Q. Do you remember, the first day you went back to work, 
that it was in? 
A. I do not believe it was. 
Q. It was put back ·f 
A. Yes, sir, the booster fan was put back in there, but I 
do not remember when. 
Q. The breakthrough was still there 7 
A. Yes, s~r. 
By Mr. Penning-ton: 
Q. No. 16 had fall en in, had it not t 
A. I do not know; I have not been over there. 
Q. Now, the night before this hapupened, had anybody gone 
down on the bad air in that chamber Y · 
page 32 ~ A. I do not know. 
Q. You were not working there that night, 
A. No, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
~ . 
i., j j 
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By Mr. Ely: 
· Q. You are Othel Coffey Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On February 28, 1942, were you working in Room No. 
17, at Benedict Coal Corporation f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you there when Everett J. Baltimore was injured t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. About how long· was that before your quitting time 1 
A. It was somewhere near 30 to 35 minutes. 
Q. What did he say to you t 
A. That he had au awfully bad headache. 
Q. Did he say anything else about his illness Y 
A. No, sir; we talked with him some. 
Q. Did he say whether or not he was weak Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was there a booster fan there .-on the day he had his 
attack! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How long had it been out¥ 
A. I do not know how long·. 
Q. Do yon know when it was put back in Y 
A. No, sir ; I was off. 
page 33 ~ Q. vVere yon off during the.big snow for a week? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you went back to work, was the booster fan in? 
A. I do not remember. There was one in but I do not re-
member whether or not it was in on the day we went back. 
Q. Did .YOU leave the mine at the same time on February 
28, 19421 
A. Yes, sir; I left right behind him. 
Q. When he got out of the mine, how did he go over to the 
man tripf 
A. He walked. 
Q. Did yon tell anything about the way he walked! 
A. I did not notice. I heard him talking to his brother 
about being· sick. . 
Q. How did he get on this man trip. 
A. .J nst like the rest of us did. 
Q. Did anybody hold him t 
A. After he came down to No. 7 · mine, he got off. 
Q. How did he get off! 
A. They helped him off. 
Q. Did he try to walk as they helped him 1 
A. I do not know. They carried him in the car. 
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· {lfr. Pennington: .Stand aside.) · ·_ 
By Mr. Ely: · · 
Q .. Did you y-0nrself at any time that you were working 
there get any bad air? . 
A.. The air was bad in the butted.:off place if it was bad. 
Q. How did it affect yon 7 
A. The harder you worked it would slow you down; you 
would get weak. . 
page 34 } Q. Were you bothered with headaches T 
· A. I do not think I was bothered with headaches 
so badly. 
Q. Did Everett run also an electdc drill on the day he was 
injured! . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It has been said that you shot that Cardox, is that cor-
rect? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had ,Card ox been shot in there f 
A. Yee, sh; on that day. 
By Mr. Pennington~ 
Q. You said when you butted off it got bad t 
A. The worst time you had was when you butted off. 
Q. It got a little better as you drove the face back, did .it 
notf 
A. I imagine it would. 
Q. It was no worse than the day you first went in there 1 
A. No, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
EDGAR BALTIMORE. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. Do you work for the Benedict Coal Corporation t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On February 28, 1942, what was your job? 
A. Supply. 
Q. You are known as utilities man, are you? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Do you know where Chamber 17 was? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 35 } Q. You are brother to Everett J. Baltimore Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q~ Do you know who took the fan or t-g.bing out of No. 17 f 
A. I took out the tubing; I do not know who took out the 
fan .. 
· Q. Do you know whep the fan was taken out t 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Who had you take out the tubingt 
A. 01Jarles Little. 
Q. He i~ wha.U 
A. Foreman~ 
Q. Do you know when the fan was put back inf 
A. It was the next day that I worked; it. was· on l'Ionday 
a week. 
Q. Were yon out of the mine the week.during the big snowt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you went back to work the next day the. fan was 
inf 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. The big snow was on Monday, did you sayf 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. .And you did not work any there until the f oIIowing 
Monday? 
A. Yes, sir. 
: · Q. But work had been done in there in the meantime, had 
it notf 
A. I do not know; I could not say. . 
Q. Your information is that there had been work in there 
on Saturday; do you not know that! 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 36 ~ By Mr. Ely: • 
Q. You mean Saturday immediately before you 
went to work, on the Saturday your brother was hurt! 
A. No, sir; the Saturday afterwards. 
Witness stood aside. 
STERILL HARNESS. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. You are Sterill Harness 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are the timber man in the mine Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
I I ',. 
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Q. Do you know where Chamber No. 17 is, where Everett 
J. Baltimore was? 
A. Yes, sii;. They sent me ·up there to timber that place; 
I was up there 1 time. 
Q. Was that on the day Everett J. Baltimore was injured? 
A. He was working there on that day that I timbered it. 
Q. Did they shoot some there with Cardox while you were 
working there that day? · 
A. They had shot before I went in there. 
(Mr. Pennington·: I talked with this witness; let me ask 
him one question. (Note Assent expressed.)) 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. Were you working there in this place on the day 
Everett J. Baltimore had his seizure? 
Q. The day he got sick f 
A. Yes, sir. 
~. No, sir; I was not there. 
page 37 ~ Q. When had you last been in there Y 
A. The first time I was in there and the last 
time is when they widened the wall. 
Q. was that when the butt-off was made' 
A. Yes, sir. 
(Mr. Pennington: I thought I would shorten the record.) 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. Do you know the condition of the air in the chamber on 
that day? 
A. Pretty much; on the upper end of it, where the conveyor 
came around for the place to be widened on the tail base, the 
air was pretty close there. 
Q. What do you mean by ''close''? 
A. Not so good air. 
Q. Was that where Everett J. Baltimore was working? · 
A. He was working- there that day. When you came 'down 
next to the loading point, the air was pretty good down there. 
Witness stood aside. 
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By Mr. Ely: 
Q. Did you take a specimen of the blood of Everett J. 
Baltimore after his death f 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did he die at your hospitaH 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you take this specimen after blood had been re-
moved in the process of getting ready to embalm him f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 38 } Q. And you had a chemical analysis made of it Y 
A. Yes, sir; I turned it over to Mr. Starling, of 
the Bureau of Mines. 
Q. Well, what 1·eport did you get on that blood? 
A. I did not get a report; I have seen a report. 
Q. Who has the report? 
A. The one Mr. ·walter Pennington has. 
Q. The attorney for the defendant f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you recall what the analysis was with reference to 
Carbon Monoxide in that report! 
· A. 1,000-th of 1 per cent. 
Witness stood aside. 
FRANK E. HANDY, M. D. 
By Mr. Ely: 
(Note: . Qualifications of witness are admitted.) 
Q. Yon are Dr. Fra.nk E. Handy! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are with the Masonic Hospital, at Appalachia, Vir-
ginia? · · 
A. I am. 
Q. How long have you been there? 
A. About 10 years. . 
Q. What is the effect of Carbon Monoxide on a person : a 
man breathing it, what are the symptoms of Carb<;m Monoxide 
affecting the person! 
A. Of course, that depends on several factors, the amount 
he g·ets and tl1e individual. The 2 principal factors,-as a 
@:eneral rule, tI1e immediate symptoms are that a person no-
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tices is that he .has headaches ; he becom.es dizzy 
page 39} and becomes nauseated. .A.s the symptoms pro-
gress, he may become completely unconscious, lqse 
voluntary control of his :whole muscular system, which starts 
from the lowe1· extremities and proceeds to the trunk. There 
may be different variations of those things in different in-
dividuals. They have, too., a florid complexion. 
Q. How would Carbon Monoxide affect a 28-year-old man 
who was always healthy, weighing 137 pounds, 5 feet, 9 inches 
tall, in comparison with a much larger man and of heavier 
weight, and who was also of the same age and in similar 
health! 
A. It would affect him more rapidly und more seriously, 
because, the younger the individual the greater is the r·cspira-
tion in proportion to the blood. He is more quickly over-
come. . . 
Q. If a man is overcome with Carbon Monoxide and lives 
for some 16 or 17 hours, could he throw off all of that Car· 
hon Monoxide and yet die f 
A. That is possible. 
Q. How would he get rid of Carbon Monoxide, anyhow? 
A. Through various methods, dependent a good deal on the 
future treatments.. You eliminate most of it simply by 
breathing. 
Q. Breathing it ofH 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. Would he die of shock, then, if he got rid of the Carbon? 
M:onoxidef 
A. That is possible. 
Q. Please state whether or not Carbon Dioxide may be -con· 
verted into Carbon Monoxide by electrolysis or by the use of 
electrical machinery .. 
A. It can be, that is one way in which it is produced around 
certain industries where they employ electric fur-
page 40 ~ naces. 
Q. If Carbon Dioxide has resulted in a chamber 
in a mine where there is no fan, and electrical machinery, such 
as, coal cutting machines and electric drills, are in the same 
room, would you say that the operation of the electrical ma-
chinery would have a tendency to convert the Carbon Dioxide 
into Carbon Monoxide? · 
A. It would. 
Q. What percentage of Carbon Monoxide in air would af-
fect a person f 
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A. 50oths of 1 % would give you noticeable symptoms ac-
cording to the leading authorities on those things. 
Q. And that gives you noticeable symptoms. Then, what 
percentage of Carbon .Monoxide in air would be fatal to a 
person of this size, age and weight of man that Everett J. 
Baltimore was 1 
A. I would not know. 
Q. Now,.does a small percentagef 
A. W eU, it depend.s on several factors there which would 
combine with .hemoglobin of the blood, how rapidly it under-
mines the . hemoglobin of the blood, and how long the man 
was exposed to it. If a sufficient quantity of the hemoglobin 
were destroyed,-! think the leading authorities state that, 
if 80% of it is destroyed by Carbon Monoxide, it is rapidly 
fatal, anything over that percentage is instantly fatal, and up 
to 20%. · . 
Q. You are speaking of this coxnbination in the blood: what 
I mean is in the room-what percentage of the air mixed with 
Carbon Monoxide may become a fatal to a person. 
A. I do not know. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. Are you testifying from your own personal 
page 41 ~ experience or are you testifying from authorities 
who have collaborated the experience of others Y 
A. Both. I should like to state that the experience of any 
physician is rather limited in tliese cases. Sometimes we 
never see one. I think I have seen at least in 19 years alto-
gether about 10 or 12 cases. I have only assisted in the treat-
ment of about half of those. I think that is above the aver-
age percentage of the average physician. 
Q. Did any of those die with which you have had the ex-
perience? 
A. Fortunately, no, sir. 
Q. The symptoms of Carbon Monoxide poisoning are many 
and varied, are they not 7 . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. .Is there any one symptom which alone yon pick out that 
would fit in with some well-known disease f 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But to pick out one particular symptom and sav that it 
is indicative of .Carbon Monoxide poisoning would be ~a pretty 
faF-fetched statement. would it not f 
A. It certainly would. 
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Q. Now, the fatal quality of Carbon Monoxide depends on 
the saturation in the blood, after all is said and done? 
A. Not always, but as a general rule it does. 
Q. Is not a chemical compound made between the hemo-
globin in the blood and the Carbon Monoxide t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the chemical compound is known as 007 
A. That is right. 
page 42 ~ Q. The dang·er that Carbon Monoxide enjoys is 
that the hemoglobin in the blood has a greater 
affinity for it than for any other known gas, is not that cor-
rect? 
A. That is true. 
Q. That process is readily reversed when a man gets in 
the fresh air; it begins to g·o out 1 
A. Not readily, because there is some permanency of com-
bination there. 
Q. Do you know what the saturation in the blood is that 
is necessary to create death Y 
A. No, I do not know. Offhand, I should say it is approxi-
mately 1 % in the blood. You get very decided symptoms 
with 50oth of 1 %-
Q. Do you mean the concentration in the air a man must 
inhale in the air? 
A. The hemoglobin in the blood. 
Q. Do you know what the medical authorities mean in 
speaking of equilibrium as to amount of saturation? 
A. I have a hazy idea. 
Q. Is it not 80%,? 
A. In speaking of Carbon Monoxide and hemoglobin com-
bination. 
Q. Does not the blood itself have to reach a saturation 
point of 80% of Carbon Monoxide or that the patient shall 
be exposed for a number of hours to more or less of a con-
centration in the air so as to make it equivalent to a satura-
tion of 80% before that happens? 
A. In 80% it is rapidly fatal. 
Q. We wish to know what concentration of saturation a man 
may withstand before he comes to the fatal stage. 
page 43 ~ A. Well, I do not know about that. . That, of 
course, depends on several factors, upon the indi-
vidual and the length of his exposure. 
Q. In the medical authorities did you come across a man 
by the name of Sayres Y 
A. No, sir. 
,J 
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Q. Yount! 
A. No, sir .. ·; 
Q. Haldane! 
. . ' 
, 1 ·, , l; J. {. .' ; I , :, -· J j ' . 
Fran,k E. Handy, M. D . '. 
A. No. .'.iu, .•. ,.1. i , .. , , . . •.. 
Q. None of those are familiar to yon Y 
A. No, sir, 1 . • .-. • • •. • • • ; , , : •.• ; "-. ,. • i : •• 1: • . • . . . . · 
Q. Do you or not know that mo~t .. of tbe.i+iformation gath-
ered- on, th~ .quest~oJl .. of, CarbQ.n Mo~oxi$le,. has. been gaither~d 
by the. U nit<~d State13 D.epa.\·tinent of Mines and the fire de-
partments, Qf the .vl\riouSi cities f 
A.. To a certain extent. . ~ 
Q. They have had a greater opportunity to .recQrd and tabu-
late t:qei.r findings with any intelligent amount of effort! 
A. Yes, sir. , . . . : 1 : . • • • . . • • . 
Q. :Po ,Y~V-t·.QQP.~ide.r that ,bulletins: is~med. _by! the Public 
Works Department or the Bureau of Mines, o.x: t4e Unit~d 
States: G.Qvernment Department of Mines may be considered 
authoritative! 
A. !do.~,··.,:,., .. , .. . ...... .,. . Ii .• , ..••.. 
·. · Q., Dlo\ yo;u know pf, ~n al(lthor by.· .the. name of Russell L. 
Cecil, author or editor of medical books¥ . 
, A. Yes, ijir, ..l h~ve. :e~~n. theni.. . . . . . . 
Q. Are you acquainted with the work wh~c];i I -hwid · y<nl: )Jy 
Dr. Russell L. Cecil entitled '' Text Book of Medi-
page 44 ~ cin~" t~ , . . .. · 1 , , ; , .. . • • . . . . , 
, . .a.!., Yes,: sir;, I .have J1µd .ooo~siQn_, to r~ad it., 
Q. This is more or less standard in any doctor's office? 
A. It is considered authoritative. . . . , 
. · Q. Would:anything you would find in his book be consid-
ered of credit, . ,-.11., 
· · A.. Not particub1rly .·it), reference to this matter in hand. 
When, was .that, boPk, is~ued?.. . . . , 
Q. It .seems tq be the 13d ,Editiop, dated in 1934. t . 
A. I do ;J).Q,t· think th~t there has been. any .work mQre :r.e-
cent than 1940 on Carbon Monoxide poisoning. ,)3µt all .th~ 
work I have had reference to as. ai part of,what:l hav~ t~.stj:fi_ed 
to he~e h~s been .. P'Q.blis·hed after 1936. There hiwe been more 
recent dev~lopments after that text; it would be impossible 
tQ give them in that text, it would not be considered authori-
tative. · . , . . , . ; . 
Q. i believe ~rou nev~r heard say of Sayres and Yant? 
A. No, s.ir. ·, . Q. I hand you a bulletin which is ,entitled. Miners' Cit, 
cular 33, United States Department of the Inte.rior, .. Bureau 
of l\fines, a publication published in 1938, and call your at-
~L t~J-! \. -.",0 '·· I.:!. c,L:. ·• J\tff\,· i:1; ':,1.· '.· ,it· 
Mrs. A. Baltimore, et als., v. Benedict Coal Corp. 4 7 
_j ·, '. i•., f-. !j 1}, • • ,· I. .,•,' _I 
Fra,nk E. Handy, 111. D. 
, ·te ,H ,_ \. J: t. :11; i '·' : ·: ;,:,.,., 
t~nM~n to 1Jt {~W(PIJ.~d~ ~_,oµ,p~g~ lOtt~~reQf, w.1.d ask whether 
or not you agree with the findings set forth therein. 
Ul,,~Ll (~. p; •.. :.:i ) : ... ,, tLfl .; ... ' .•• '. (Mr. Ely: Objection is made to the introµ.~tio.n Qf. it. 
This QOO~ qµo~~.~ · ~-o W;(fflr, qf. ,aµy _j>a~·ti_o~l~~ ~utl}.Qr. J. It c0,ples 
from a department, made up and ,con,tpHed,py nq one knows 
who,:;~nd is -n9,t .!J.::;r~c~nt; ~p:µipil~tiol;l. or ti:e~ti~e~BJ;i.yhow, 
not as recent as th~ iPPY~~qi~n, (w~tn~ss) . is. c~mversaut with. 
We object!~ the in~mluctw.n o±:Jt .o~-~nw part of it. 
Commissioner: Objection is overruled.) 
• ' f, .. I "f (. ; ~ • • :_' ~ 0 i I • ( • , ,• ; / • , I ' , '. • • ' I • • / 
pag·e 45 } ; A_. Y ~s,. =sir; :.I. _1;1:g~ee :With. t4&t tttble, that Js . one 
that I had referenece to or one similar to that. 
,: If,( ... ,, •I ( Mr. Pennington: We introduce that booklet . 
. ; 1 ( . '. : ,·: i ) "; I : '.L' L' I 1 • :, ·; 1 • : ; I ' : • ' I j . ' • i ' i ., 
Note : Said booklet, which is filed and marked '' Exhibit 
'~' g with (tbA~, .. -.recQr!}1 for-.iJ:u:r;po~e~,·.Qf .id~:n:ti.fjcation .is de-
~c.ri)J.~dt. fl.&, f 9,llqws,, v~. i:. ~,';Mi;n~i:a,.' .. Oircul~r 331 _ .U;nited: S~tes 
'Departpie~t of .nu~ l}.].~rior,.- J.3ur.~~U10t. ;Mjµe_s, Mine Gases and 
l\fethods for Their Detection. Revised J:wi~, J.9~7., Bt J, J. 
Forbes and G. W. Grove, United States Government Printing 
Office, Washington: 1938.' ') · 
By Commissioner: 
Q. It is a standard tablet 
.A.. It is in the medical journals. 
, ~ '· • . ~ ! 1 ' . : ; • " 
By,1'fr~ P_~mpngtoil :.:·. . . ; .. ·: : . 
. Q~ It .has been irt:ev:idence: h<m~ that the patient in the hos-
pital b~came1 flu~hed, also :sweated,- and one of the witnesses 
sh~ted;th~t~~was w,r.~pped up, or, had covers over him-; would 
that fact that he had covers over him and the fact that he 
was perspiring indicate that his color or his heat may have 
been due to the amount of covering put over him 1 · 
A. It would b~ pos~ible. · 
Q. Doctor, you sp~ke .a while ago about the effect of elec-
trolysis on -002 in conjunction with CO2 making CO. Do you 
not. think you have that process a little . reversed,-that CO 
itself may be converted into CO2 by electrical process? 
. A,. That m~y qe true;: l)Ut one of the principal- sources, ac-
cording to the leading autho_riti~s, of c'arbon Monoxide is due 
to incomplete combustion there. 
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page 46 ~ Q. ,Of what kind of matter! 
A. Of oxygen and vegetable matter of different 
kinds.. . _ 
Q. Is it the oxygen or carboniferous matter f 
A. Oxygen. 
Q* Can you have -CO with incomplete combustion in some 
combination with CO2 T 
A. Yes. Another source of Carbon Monoxide is found in 
the atmosphere after an electrical storm. . 
Q. Can you find carbon in a free state in the airY 
A. Not in a free state but in a combined. 
Q. Does not the electrolysis process depend upon a current 
running through the gas, or what not, that yon wish to con-
vert! 
A. I should say it would. 
Q. In the ordinary electrical maclline are you going to 
have a current in the free open unless you have a spark or 
arcf 
. A. I should say it would form around the electrodes around 
the machine; you do not particularly have to have a spark .. 
Q. Yon do have to have the heat applied, do you not Y 
A. · I imagine you should. 
( Commissioner : In other words, you would have to have 
something to cause decomposition f 
Mr. Pennington: Yes, sir.) 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. In a chamber such as that which 4as been described 
here as No. 17 in the Benedict Coal Corporation's mine, please 
state whether or not Carbon Monoxide may be denser in dif-
ferent parts or pockets in different chambers Y 
page 47 ~ A. I should imagine it wer.e possible in any 
chamber. 
By Mr. Penning·ton: 
Q. Where Carbon Monoxide is known to be or suspected. 
to be, what is the usual method of combating· it Y 
Q. You mean in reference to removing the individuals who 
have iU 
A. I mean in combatin~ the CO in the air if it is known to 
be there or suspected to be there f 
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A. I imagine-I am not a specialist on that point-by some 
suction apparatus or fan to remove it. 
Q. You made a statement that the smaller the man the more 
liable .he would be to be affected by .00. 
A. The more rapidly he may be overcome or affected.by it~ 
Q. Does not the danger of CO depend on the amount of 
inspired COT 
.A. That is true, too. 
Q. The rapidity of breathing has something to do with it, 
does it not 1 · 
A. Yes, &ir. 
Q. Because by breathing faster he actually takes in CO 
faster! · 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. The container in the body that it arrives at :finally and 
the size of it has something to do with it 7 
A. I do not understand your question. . . 
Q. The size of the lungs would have something to do with 
it, the larger the lung and the amount of CO going into the 
lung and; consequently, the more getting into the blood 
stream? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 48 ~ Q. Would you not :find larger lungs in a larger 
manY 
A. Naturally, you would. But his blood stream is in pro-
portion to his lungs, the volume. 
Q. At what time does the pulse rate or heart beat of an 
adult increase or decrease, as the case may be? 
~. I do not know as I understand that question. 
Q. Well, is the heart beat of a child quicker or faster than 
that of an adult ordinarily? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is the pulse beat of a virile person liable to be faster 
than that in one of a younger aget 
A. That may vary; it may be slower, as a general rule it 
is, excluding a disease process . 
. Q.· When a person reaches the prime of his adult stage, 
then he arrives at the stage that the heart beat is liable· to 
be less? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q·. And his rate of respiration is also liable to be less, is 
not that true 7 · 
A. That may be true; too. 
(Dr. Handy, Witness: I believe the table there has refer-
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ence to the saturation of hemoglobin; there is a discrepancy 
in that, too.) 
Q. I asked you if I understood you to say 500th of 1 % of 
Carbon Monoxide in the blood is dangerous to life. 
A. If I did, that was through ei-ror, I did not intend that. 
Witness stood aside. 
E. D. HIL'l'ON. 
By l\'Ir. Pennington: 
page 49 ~ Q. By whom are you employed f 
A. Benedict Coal Corporation. 
Q. Were you employed by them before February 28, 1942? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what position J 
A. Engineer. 
Q. Do you know where the Room No. 17 ref erred to in the 
evidence is located in the mine? 
A. I do. 
Q. Were you there at any time before the accident? 
A. I was there on February 27, 1942. 
Q. What was the occasion of your being there! 
A. Measuring. 
Q. Your presence there was purely coincidental with your 
occupation on the 27th f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you were there on the 27th did you make a note 
of your measurements taken at the time Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you go back there at any time later? · 
A. I was back there a week later, on March 6, I believe. 
Q: Were you informed whether any other work had been 
done between February '27, 1942, and the day you were there 
after the seizure? 
A. Nothing except they had taken some cuts out of the face. 
Q. Did you make notes of all your measurements and eve1·y-
thingf · 
A. Yes, sir. 
pag·e 50 ~ Q. From that did you make a plat f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Please look at that plat and see if the part you outlined 
in reel representing· the working place where Everett J. Bal-
t1more was working at the time of his seizure. 
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A. (Reviewing) Yes, sir, that is it. . 
Q. Would you give us the measurements of that working 
place and note them now upon the map? 
A. {Explaining) This room was driven up on the advance 
350 feet from 3d West Airway, or, the rib. It advanced 21 
feet and then 60 feet is brought back; but 'it happened to be 
just a little bit wide in there. 
Q. I shall ask you to state whether or not, at the time you 
made your measurements before Everett J. Baltimore became 
ill, there was any breakthrough into No. 16 Room adjoin-
ing. 
A. There was. 
Q. Did you have occasion to go through thereJ 
A. No, sir. I did locate the breakthrough. 
Q. How far back was that from the advance face to No. 
17? 
. ..A.. 3 feet. The upper rib was 30 feet from the room. 
Q. Do you know whether or not, at the time you were in 
there on February 27, 1942, that No. 16 was open? 
A. It was. 
Q. The air was flowing through it from No. 17! 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did No. 16 remain open all the time as you know of? 
A. It was open on the following Friday,. or, March 6, when 
I was in there. 
JJage 51 } Q. Did it remain open as you know of? 
A. No, sir; it is not today open. It fell pretty 
soon after March 6. 
Q. After March 6 what was done with reference to putting 
air up into the working place of those men? 
A. The next time r measured it, which was on March 13, 
1942, there was a booster fan in there then. 
Q. Please state what method was adopted to defl<:1ct or turn· 
air into Room No. 17, if there was any adopted. 
A. There was a brattice put up just by the rib to No. 17 
which deflected the air up throug·h No. 17 and back out No. 
16. 
Q. Can you state of your own knowledge whetl:er that 
brattice was in position on February 27, 1942, when you made 
the measurements? 
A. It was. 
Q. State whether or not it was in g·ood condition. 
A. Well, I did not examine it closely, but, just from ob-
servation, I should say, ''Yes". 
S2 Supreme Court. of Appeal~ of Virginia 
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Q. Did yon have any occasion to note the qnaJity of. the 
air in Room No. 17 when making tha measurements! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Would you have, unless your attention had heen called 
to it and you requested to do so, noted that fact by the poor 
or good quality more Y . . 
A. I have always be·en taught that it is not good and bad 
air ; it is good if there is any. 
:By Mr. Ely: . 
· Q. Beginning on this diagram where yon have 
page 52 r the figure marked '' 17 ''; how far does that rib ex-
tend until it breaks suddenly and widens 011~! 
Q. You mean as shown here f (.On map.) 
A. Yes. How many feet does it extend there f 
A .. _Weil, let ;s see-we had retreated No. 17 from 350 f c:et 
to 233 feet. 
Q. How wide is the entrance to this chamber where you 
have the figure "17"f 
A. 21 feet. 
Q. And this chamber No. 17, then, e~tends for a distance 
of 233 feet before the rib turns to the West? 
A. That is right. 
Q. How far do.es that rib go to the West f 
A. It was 64 feet. . 
Q. Then, !t would turn South and go 1~ 7 feet, is that right f 
A... Yes, sir. . . 
Q. How wide is the other opening on the East side T 
Q. You mean the break-through 7 
A. Yes. 
A. 17 feet. 
Q. How tall is itf 
A. In the face of this place, rigl1t there (indicating), it was 
36 inches: it might narrow an inch or so, I could not say. 
Q. On February 27. 1942, was there any fan in Cbainbcr 
No. 17 which adjoined the other one? 
A. There was none operating. 
Q. Do you_ know when Chamber No. 16 had a cave-in and 
in wh~t particular part .o:f the chamber that cave-in was 7 
· A. No, I do not; but I was in there on the 6th and it !md 
not f alleu in then. 
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page 53 ~ Q. And you went bac~ there on the 13th and it 
was fallen in there at that time 7 
A. Yes, sfr; because the booster fan was in operation, I am 
certain. I know it was working heavily in No. 16 Room on 
the 6th, the timber~ were popping. 
Q. You do not know when the fan was put back in No. 17 f 
A. No, sir. 
Q. At what place in this No. 16 room was this cave-in or, 
fall-in 1 
A.. I imagine the whole room, because it was 81 feet. 
·Q. You did not examine iU 
A.. No, sir. 
Q. But you would not think it would be a whole room, would 
you? 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it not fixed with mining props overhead! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you mean to say that the whole room would fall in? 
A. Mining props do not do much good when t:µe mine has 
fall en. There is quite an area there and the mine timbers were 
not supporting it. 
Q. You do not know whether all or part of it fell? 
A. Enough to obstruct the air. 
Q. Did you examine it to see if it_ was the case? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you know on the 13th you found the fan there and 
presumed that No. 16 had fallen? 
A. I did not examine it; someone told me it had fallen. 
Q. A brattice is some kind of deflector to deflect 
page 54 ~ the breeze f 
A. It is a stop. It closed up that entry and 
forces the air to go the way you want it to. 
Q. To turn the air in some direction 7 
A. That is right. 
Q. Chamber No. 17 in comparison with all other chambers 
you represent on the map shows that you go throug·h this 
narrow opening· h~re, or, opening, anyhow-you say it is 21 
feet wide-for a distance of 233 feet? 
A. That is rig·ht. 
Q. And the part of the work where this was carried on was 
the bigger part of the chamber in that pocket 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you reach it by a narrow passage? 
A. That is right. 
Q. The other chambers were not like that in any way f 
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A. Originally they were. 
Q. You do not know why the fan was taken out of No. lH 
A. That is a reg11lar procedure when you cut the brattice 
through, to throw the whole current of air. 
Q. Did you have any way of forcing the whole current of 
air! 
A. The brattice did it. 
Q. Yon think that it did? 
A. Sure, it did. 
Q. That is your opinion f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was any air circulating back here in the 
page 55 ~ larger part of the chamber (indicating) after you 
left the small portion there? 
A. I did not go back to examine it. 
Q. Yon know not whether it would circulate in this pocket? 
A. I believe it would. 
Q. But you do not know that? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. If it is the custom in your mine to remove the fan when 
you have opened up this chamber, as you did, why was it, then, 
that that fan was put up 1 
A. No. 16 Room fell in and obstructed the air and vou had 
no outlet. ., 
Q. You do not know that part of No. 16 fell in? 
A. I assume it did. 
Witness stood aside. 
R. E. COTE. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. Princeton, vV est Virginia. 
Q. How old .are you? 
A. 42 years. 
Q. What is your profession? 
A. Mining· engineer. 
Q. How lonQ.' have you been mining engineer? 
A. Since 1924. · 
Q. Where did you get your degree, if anv? 
A. University of Kansas. · 
Q. Have you had any practical experience in mining? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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page 56 } Q. How many years f 
.A.. Since 1916. 
Q. Please state with whom you are now employed. 
A. The Cardox Corporation. 
Q. In what capacity? 
A. As mining engineer. 
Q. Does the Cardox Corporation manufacture an explosive 
being used by the Benedict -Coal Corporation f 
A. We call it a permissible blasting device. 
Q. Why do you say that 7 
A. Because it is granted by the United States Bureau of 
Mines. 
Q. Do you know whether or not your product has been men-
tioned with approval in any of the publications of the United 
States Bureau of Mines? 
A. Yes, sir. I could not tell you just exactly which ones, 
but it is mentioned in several. 
Q. I hand you Miners' Circular No. 33, already in evidence, 
and ask you to say whether or not the United States Bureau 
of Mines has approved it. 
A. Yes, sir. 
(Mr. Ely: I wish to make the same objection as before.) 
Q. When you ref er to permissible explosive or what not, 
what is meant by that? 
A. It is permissible in 2 ways; one is that it will not ignite 
methane under -certain conditions that are set as standard bv 
the United States Bureau of :Mines; the other thing is that it 
is classified as to the amount of noxious gases given off. 
Q. Did your company, before putting this produet on the 
market, make any experiments? 
page 57 } A. That is right. 
Q. Under whose supervision f 
A. The United States Bureau of Mines of Pennsylvania. 
Q. Please state whether the result or whether your record 
of all results ·of experiments made under the supervision of 
the Bureau of Mines, or made by them at times, shows what 
the maximum amount of Carbon Monoxide that was ever 
found from the use of Card ox was. 
A. Cardox has been given the .Class A rating, which means 
that there will be not more than 53 liters, or, 51h cubic feet 
of not only Carbon Monoxide, that includes 00:!, hydrogen, 
sulhidc, H:! S, or other noxious gases. 
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Q. Other than that, have experiments .been made of the 
use of it under United States Bureau of Mines supervision in 
samples of air? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
(Mr. Ely: Objection is made to this line of testimony of 
how valuable the Cardox is. It is a question of whether or 
not Everett J. Baltimore was killed from the effects of Car-
bon Monoxide. 
Mr. Pennington: I think it is a proper question. In other 
words, you have to have the ratio of Carbon Monoxide to the 
air, that is the only way you can get at the density of it. The 
other question is by reason of the differentiation in the cir-
culatory system.) 
Q. Please state if any other experiment made under the 
supervision of the Bureau of Mines relates to the effects of 
Carbon Monoxide, were made at the place of the explosion 
and what the ratio was. 
page 58 ~ A. The gross concentration of Carbon Monoxide 
as shown by air sample taken by the Bureau of 
Mines which I have seen is 100th of 1 %-
Q. By volume Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. Then, in the explosion itself there is 100th of 1 % Carbon 
Monoxide? 
A. Not definitely. 
Q. That is your test, I believe you said. 
A. That is the maximum I have seen. I have seen any num-
ber without any of it whatever. 
Q. The chief thing, after the explosion, is ,CO:i or Cardox Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. How larg·e a space was this explosion in that you speak 
of? 
A. Well, there was no one explosion or detonation, or 
whichever wav you want to term it; I have seen several series 
of them carried out. 
Q. In how large a space is that, 
A. Some of them were in an area of 71h feet, and the roomR 
were from 20 to 30 feet wide. -
Q. How much of vour Cardox was exploded? 
A. That is dependent on the type of cylinder which was ex-
ploded. 
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Q. Where you got the maximum of lOoth of 1 % volume of 
Carbon :M:onoxide¥ 
A. Those were carried on with cylinders containing 200 
cubic inches of 002. 
Q. In that same place, if 5 or 6 or more cylinders were ex-
ploded, your density of Carbon Monoxide would 
pag·e 59 ~ be larger? · · 
A. Not necessarily. Some of these were taken 
after a series of 6 shots were made, when samples were made. 
Q. I understood you to say that the volume of which· you 
spoke was after an explosion from 1 cylinder. 
A. No, sir; I said samples were taken after the cylinders 
were destroyed; that is what I intended to state. 
Q. And that room was 20x20 f 
A. I am not given any measurements of rooms; they were 
taken in various spots. 
Q. The density would depend on the size of the room and 
the amount of Cardox that you had exploded or detonated, or 
whatever you might call iU 
Q. You say the concentration would depend on the size of 
the room? 
A. Yes, sir; and the amount you would set oft'. 
A. The loss of the air current would have some bearing. 
Q. And whether or not there was a fan in the room f 
A. There was no fan in the room where the air samples 
were taken; in fact, I have seen them taken where the air cur-
rent was short. 
Witness stood aside. 
ROBERT FORTNER.. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. What position did you hold with the Benedict Coal 
Corporation on February 28, 1943 T 
A. General Mine Foreman. 
Q. As General Mine Foreman, please state if at 
page 60 ~ any time you took the air reading in or about No. 
17 Room in tl1e mine that is being spoken of in 
this evidence. ~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you have a rec01·d of the time that you took that 
reading and what the reading was? · 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Please give it. 
A. On. },ebruary 5, 1942, on 3d West No. 1 Belt, where this 
No. 17 Room is, we had an intake at the drift mouth of 11,025 
cubic feet, at the outlet. At the fan we had 11,200 cubic feet. 
At the last break-through, which is at the head of the entry, 
we had 6,930 cubic feet, per minute. 
Q. Was that last break-through near Room No. 17? 
A. Just beyond Room No. 17. 
Q. Would the point from which you took the reading be 
after the air had circulated through No. 17? 
A. It would be beyond it and be by it, 3 different readings. 
Q. Did you take any reading after Everett J. Baltimore 
became ill and later died Y 
A. Yes, sir. On Sunday, March 1, 1942, Mr. Little and 
myself went to the niines and took a reading· in No. 17 Room 
at the break-through. 
Q. I wish you would state at what points in No. 17 Room 
you took the readings and what those were. 
A .. We took the readings at this break-through from No. 17 
Room to No. 16 Room, and there was 2,598 cubic feet per min-
ute. 
Q. Did you take any other reading Y 
pag·e 61 ~ A. On March 7, 1942, I took another reading on 
this entry, 3d West, No. 11 Mines. 
Q. You took no other reading than between the break-
throug;h on March 1? 
A. That is right. 
Q. Were you present when any other person took a read-
ing· at or near that Room No. 17 after March 1 f 
A. No, sir; I was not present when it was taken. On March 
2, I believe, on Monday, Mr. Starling, State Mine Inspector, 
came over and took a reading there; I was not present when 
he took it. 
Q. Mr. St~rliug is State Mine Inspector for Kentucky, is 
he not? 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did you happen to call him? 
A. Because of g·eneral practice and according to the State 
mining laws, when you have a serious accident or injury, vou 
are supposed to call a State official. ., 
Q. You were under the impression that it was .on the Ken-
tucky State side at that time? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Have you found out since where No. 17 Room is, on what 
linef 
A. Yes, ~ir; after we had called him, we· found that the line 
1·an nearer to No. 17 •Room, the Virginia-Kentucky line. 
Q. And No. 17 Room is in Virginia 7 
A. Yes~ sir • 
.By :Mr. Ely: . 
Q. Did you take a reading on February 28, 1942 T 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You do not know what his No. 17 Room would have. reg-
istered on Februart 28, 1942 7 
}lage 62} A. No, sir; I do not know what the reading would 
have been on that day. 
Q. I say, your readings vary from day to day! 
A. Yes, sir ; it is possible. 
By l\tlr. Pennington: . . 
Q. The variation is never very great 1 
.A.. No, sir. 
Witness stood a.side. 
E. A. 'STARLING. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. Where do you live' . 
A. Harlan, Kentucky. 
Witness stood aside. 
ROBERT F10RTNER, recalled. 
By Mr. Ely: . 
,t 
Q. On the day that.Everett t)". Baltimore was sick, did Mr. 
·Green ask you at that time to investigate the air in Chamber 
·No. 171 
A. He asked me to have it investigated, have the accident 
investigated. 
Q. On the day of this injury? 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Penningt~n: 
. Q. Why! 
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A. Well, he wanted to determine why Mr. Baltimore was 
sick. 
Q. Had there been anything said about his. getting down 
on bad air! 
A~ No, sir. I heard it rumored myself after that .. 
Q. That is routine procedure unde1· circuµistances like 
that? 
A. Yes, sir. After any injury, I or one of my as~istants 
make an investigation of the injury or whatever it may be .. 
page 63 ~ By Mr. Ely: 
Q. You do not know why that investigation was 
not made on February 28, 1942 t 
A. Mr. Little, I believe,. and Mr. Cox made an investiga-
tion-I know they did. 
Witness stood aside. 
E. A. STARLING, recaIIed. 
By Mr. Pennington: . 
Q. You are connected with the Department of Mines? 
A. For the State of Kentucky. 
Q. You were called to investig·ate the surroundings of this 
case by the Benedict. Coal Corporation, were you not Y 
.A. I was. 
Q . .At what time did you make your investigation Y 
A. I started from Harlan, Kentucky, at 7 :00 o'clock,, and 
arrived at Benedict about 2 :00 or 2 :30 in the afternoon. 
Q. On what date Y 
.A. March 2, 1942, Monday morning. 
Q. Did you take any air readings f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Please p:ive the result of those air readings and the point 
at which made . 
.A. After I had made an investigation of the contents at 
the working place with a safety lamp, a CO detector, I came 
to the off-set, the widening of the place, to take the air meas-
urement, and, as I held up the aerometer, I noticed that the 
air current had stopped. I think Mr. Greene and 
page 64 ~ :Mr. F"ranklin were then with me. We waited for 
it to return and it did not return; so, we sent Mr. 
Fortner to tlle outside to see what was the matter. Of course, 
in 30 minutes the fan was on and the air was restored. I 
took a reading there and went down to the mo~th of the place, 
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which was the intake, and got an aerometer reading of 2,100 
cubic feet per minute. That was ~t that mouth, or, nook, of 
the room. 
Q. Were the mines working that day? 
A. It was idle on account of the heavy snow. 
Q. Did you take any samples of the air on that day 7 
A. I did. 
Q .. Where. did you take those 1 
A.. At the working place 10 feet from the in-by corner of 
the working place. 
Q. What did you do with those samples of air Y 
A. I sent them to the Pittsburgh Testing· Laboratory, at 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
Q. What is that Y 
A.. A part of the Bureau ot ~lines, testing laboratory. 
Q. Did you see the report from the Bureau of Mines 7 
(Mr. Ely: Objection is made because it was nowhere close 
on the date of the accident.) 
Q. I hand you a copy of what. purports to be a report on 
the condition of the air, a sample of which was taken by you 
on March 2, 1942, and ask you if that is correct t 
A. (Reviewing report) lhat is a copy of the original 
analysis which I received on the 13th. 
page 65 ~ M:r. Penning·ton: Vle file that report. 
Note. Said report, being. a copy, dated 3-13-42, and signed 
by H. H. Schrenk, Chemist, the title of which is "Depart-
ment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Mine Atmosphere 
Analysis Report, etc.,'' is here filed, being· marked '' Exhibit 
'C' '".) 
Q. I shall ask you to state if you made any other tests. · . 
A. I did. · 
Q. Tell what they were. · · 
A. I made a test for the purity of the air current as well as 
the working place with a volume safety lamp, which detects 
low oxygen. Also l made a test for Carbon Monoxide, in 
various parts of the room, with a Carbon Monoxide detector. 
Q. When in there on March 2, did you notice the convevor 
on the retreating face T "' 
A. I did. 
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Q. When that conveyor is being operated or is in motion, 
what effect would it have Y 
A. Why, it would take the coal out. 
Q. I mean with reference to the air? 
A. It would, naturally,' take some of the foul air out if any 
were in the place, and mix it with the good air. 
Q. Would it be al~mg the face? 
A. One along the face and the other along the center of the 
room. 
Q. How long have you been connected with the Department 
of Mines¥ 
A. 5 years. 
Q. Does your position require you to be ac-
page 66 ~ quainted with the various explosives used in the 
mines in your State Y 
A. To a certain extent-permissible and non-permissible. 
Q. Have you ever heard of the product Cardox? · 
A. I have. 
Q. How is it rated? 
A. As A-1, permissible explosive. 
Q. Of the highest quality? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It is not liable to generate or throw off injurious gases T 
A. Not in large quantities, no. 
Q. Have you yourself ever made any experiments with 
Cardox1 
A. I have. 
Q. Tell us what the result of your experiments were from 
recollection if you do not know otherwise. 
A. From various experiments made with various sizes of 
coal and different widths of rooms and entries, we have never 
found any Carbon Monoxide from the effects of Cardox, and 
at no time have we run over 3% of- · 
Q. You mean where the air is stagnant and not being cir-
culated f 
A. That is rig·ht. 
Q. Have you had any experience along the lines of first aid 
work in mine fires and things like that? 
A. I have. 
Q. Have you had experience with men subjected to smoke 
or Carbon Monoxide? 
A. I have. 
pag·e 67 ~ Q. Have you been in position to make tests of 
the saturation of the blood of those men who got 
clown on Carbon Monoxide! · 
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A. I have made those tests. 
Q. Did you make the test in this particular instance f 
A. I tried to make a test. 
Q. Where did you get the sample? 
A. F'rom the local hospital here. 
Q. What was the result of that test t 
A. It. was not at all satisfactory due to faet that I had 
gotten the blood sample about 10 :00 o'clock that night, and I 
did not get home until about 12 :00 o'clock or after. And the 
next morning I ran a pyrotannic test, and at that time the 
blood had separated; it was a rather difficult job to get a 
true and definite analysis on a pyro-tannic acid test. 
Q. What did you getf 
A. I got nothing, or, I got just the faintest discoloration 
which I could hardly distinguish at all, and I called it 1/1000. 
Q. Is the pyrotannic test considered fairly accurate? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it recommended by any of the Bureau of Mines? 
A. It is recommended by the Bureau. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. You did not get the blood, then,, until after it had sepa-
rated or decomposed? 
A. It had at the time I examined it. 
Q. You do not know what the test would have been the 
night before? 
A. I .cannot say. 
page 68} Q. I take it, though, since you got a trace of 
what was 1,lOOOtb of 1 %, you would have found 
at least that much or more if you had gotten it when bled. 
A. No, not necessarily. 
Q. Do you mean Carbon Monoxide is going to get into that 
after it is set and settled t 
. A. It is possible. If I had opened up my sample when I 
p:ot it, because I really was not interested in it due to the 
fact that I realized that the blood had separated, and that I 
could not get a true and accurate test. 
Q. You do not know whether or not it contained more Car-
bon Monoxide than that? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. When you took your sample in this Room No. 17, in the 
large part of the room was a pocket, as I call it, and you 
found that there was only 2,100 cubic feet coming through 
on that day! 
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A. Yes, sir; that was on March 2. · 
Q. The mine had not operated the day before 1;,ecause. it 
was Sunday? 
A. I could not say. 
Q. The day before was Sunday, was it not t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This was on Monday! 
A~ Yes, sir. 
Q. At what time were you there on Monday? 
A. Between 2 :00 and 3 :00 o'clock in the afternoon .. 
Q. Where was that 2,100 cubic feet per minute taken; was. 
that in the narrow passage right here (indicating on plat) ·t 
A. At the intake of No. 17 Room. . 
page 69 ~ Q. What was it in the part of No.17 Room where 
it is larger T 
A. I made no air measurements there ; in fact, I could. not 
get my aerometer to register at that particular point. 
Q. 2,100 cubic feet per minute wh~re you g·ot down to where 
this entry was? 
.A. I got 800 cubic feet at the widening place. 
Q. If we came into the large part of Room No. 17, where 
you pointed it out as 10 feet from the in-by route of the work-
ing place, you could get no registration of air current there 1 
A. I did not try it there. 
Q. What was it that you said about that place ( indicating 
on plat) f 
A. I said I could not get an aerometer reading here (indi-
cating·); it would not reg·ister here or there, and, at the time 
it registered here, the fan went off (indicating places). I 
gave the location where it registered 800. 
Q. At the widening? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And your instrument would not work when directlv in 
front of the opening between Room No. 17 and Room., No. 
16Y 
A. It was not in front; it was midway between the widening 
to the pillar and the inside widening· of the rib. 
Q. I understood you to say that your aerometer also would 
not register when you were in the portion of the mine....:....in 
the middle of that large part of the i·oom. · 
A. It did not. 
Q. The mine was not operating on the day you 
page 70 ~ were there f · 
A. No, sir. _ . .. . · 
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Q. There had been-It was not operating and I take it that 
no Oardox exploded there, and there was no electrical ma-
chinery operating in that room. 
A. Not while I was there. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. You had a certain number of hundred feet coming into 
that room! 
A. I had 2,100 cubic feet coming into that room. 
Q. That was-
A. That was forcing air into the room.-
Q. By an exhaust fan, sucking it from the outside Y 
A. I do not know, but I think it was a blower fan. 
Q. The amount of air had to go out somewhere 7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If you took 800 feet at the widening, what did that in-
dicate! 
A. That you had 800 cubic feet per minute at the widen-
mg. 
Q. Did it not also indicate that the air was edging out in 
the larger portion? 
A. By all means. 
By Mr. E,ly: 
Q. How did it indicate that when your instrument would 
not reidster in the larg·er portion of the space Y 
A. The aerometer will reg·ister only 1,000 cubic feet, and 
much below that is a matter of estimation. 
Q. And you estimated that it was 800 feet at the widening 
ouU 
A. That is right. 
page 71 ~ Q. And where you say from here is 10 feet from 
the corner (indicating) when you go west on the 
widening· out, and 10 feet from the extreme corner on the 
West, if there had been any circulation of air in that portion 
of the room, it would have been much less than where vou 
entered the larger portion of the chamber of the mines; and 
the farther you would go the less the circulation of air? 
A. Not necessarily. It depends on the duplication of tl1e 
air. It is natural that the air takes the shortest way to a re-
turn. This is your return (indicating). The air would, 
naturally, widen out and come to a return. 
Q. If you had had it coming· through there strong enough 
to do that it mighU 
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A. They way is to get a return always or it would be stag-
nant. 
Q. I suppose it does not get a return: if you started in that 
entrance with 2,100 cubic feet per minute, and, when you went 
farther, it was only 800 feet, and that by estimation, how do 
you say it would be larger in that portion of the room? 
A. I used another instrument. 
Q. What was that instrument? 
A. A safety lamp. 
Q. And your safety lamp showed you what, that there was 
circulation or none¥ 
A. It showed me the oxygen content. 
Q. You do not know, then, what the circulation was, if any, 
at the extreme south side of this Room No. 17? 
A. No, sir ; I did not try it there. 
page 72 ~ Q. If men were working there in that mine, if it 
· did not reduce the circulation of that air to some 
extent, would the machinery coming there do so T . 
A. You ara combining a contradictive question t];iere. Men 
consume oxygen and your conveyor would, naturally, sweeten 
it up; and, naturally, your motor on your machine and drill 
starts a current of air. 
Q. Your machine and motor is like an electric fan in a room, 
it stirs up the air t 
· A. Yes, sir; not to that extent~ however. 
Q. What I am asking you is: If meµ were working in this 
room, would not that cut down the circulation of the air, the 
fact th~t they are breathing it and working there Y 
A. That would not have anything to do with the circulation, 
that breathing, only your oxyg·en content of that air. 
Q. There was no booster fan there when you took this test? 
A. No, sir, there was not. 
Witness stood aside. 
CHARLES LITTLE. 
By :Mr. P~nnington: 
(Commissioner: Is this cumulative? 
Mr. Pennington: I am going to show that they made an in-
vestigation immediately .after this man was smitten.) 
Q. Wl1at position do you hold with the Benedict Coal Cor-
poration? 
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A. Mine foreman. 
Q. Do you remember when Everett .J. Baltimore became ill 
and subsequently died! · 
A. I do. 
page 73 } Q. Did you make· an investigation of his work-
ing place on that day? 
A. I did. 
Q. About how long after the time you heard he was sick? 
A. Approximately 1~ hours. 
Q. Did you go to the place Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you g'Ot there did you find anyone there Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who went with you t 
.A.. Mr. Cox, Assistant Foreman. 
Q. Who were there when you got there f 
.A.. ·Well, there were 4 or 5 men in the place. 
Q. That was on the night shift 7 
.. l\.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you make 8l1Y inquries 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "\Vb.at questions did you ask f 
A. If there was anything wrong· with the air about the 
place or anything about the place. · 
Q. What was the reply? 
A. They said the air was good. 
Q. What interval of time had elapsed between the time the 
day shift went off and the time they crone on t 
A. Approximately 1 hour. 
Q. · Did those men also do shooting Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 7 4 } Q. Had they shot, do you remember f 
in. 
A. _No, sir; the night shift had not when I went 
Q. Do you know anything about a booster fan being in Room 
No. 17? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was it up there? 
A. We had driven up the room, and we cut a break-through 
between Rooms Nos. 16 and 17, and then we took out the fan. 
Q. How long was it out? 
A. Until Room No. 16 fell in. 
Q. Did Room No. 16 fall in before or after. the accident 7 
A. After the accident. 
Q. Do you know how long7 
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.A. Well, we did not work the following week, only on Sat-
urday. We worked on the 28th and not any more until the 
following Saturday, which was the 6th. 
Q. Why was that? 
A. That was on account of the snow. And the place, I do 
not remember whether or not it was fallen in only· when we 
went back. And Mr. Cox and myself went there out of Room 
No. 17 through No. 16 Room the night we made the investi-
g·ation. 
Q. Had you had any complaint about the air in this room Y 
A. I had not. 
Q. Do you know of any complaints having been made Y 
A. Only what I heard. 
Q. To whom were they made 1 
.A. To Mr. ,Cox. 
page 75 ~ Q. Do you know what tl1e condition of the work-
ing place was at the time of that complaint-I mean 
the situation T 
Q. You mean the condition the place was inf 
A. Yes, sir. 
A. I should say it was g·ood from my experience. 
Q. Had you started the butt-offY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many were made Y 
A. Only 1; and we pulled that approximately 100 feet. 
Q. Had you taken out the booster! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Mr. Gibson (of defendant company) seems to think it 
advisable to explain about the butt-off; what is that¥ 
A. The butt-off is where we drive up a room. We drive 
them 21 feet this way; then we bring back 60 feet (indicat-
ing). We call-before we start on retreading·-we call that 
the butt-off. 
Q. The butt-off is cutting coal at rigl1t. angles to the main 
drive? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether or not there was a brattice in that 
room to deflect the air? 
A. Yes, sir: I myself bad it put up. 
Q. Do vou know whether or not it was maintained and kept 
in condition? 
A. Yes, sir, it was. 
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. Q. Did you have any information or any complaint about 
any other men being affected Y 
A. No, sir. 
page 76} By Mr. Ely: 
Q. You say it was an hour to an hour and a half 
after the shift had gone off t · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you take a crew of men to that place on Sunday? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. And fix up the place for the air? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. It was not touched on the 28th or 1st of the month Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You went up there to inspect 1 
A. I went up there on the 1st day of March, Mr. Fortner 
ancl I, to take an air reading. 
Q. I am asking about February 28. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you were there within an hour after this boy was 
stricken? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
LUTHER COX. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. It has been stated by witness Floyd Morris that he com-
plained once~ before Everett J. Baltimore became ill, about 
the quality of the air in his room; please state when that was 
and approximately how long· it was before the time Baltimore 
became ill, and what the conditions of the working place were 
at that time. 
A. I do not just remember about how many days it was be-
fore he complained about this .air. 
page 77 } Q. Was it some little time before Y 
A. It was 2 shifts before. 
Q. Had the retreating· wall gotten back to the place where 
it was when E·verett .J. Baltimore became sick? 
A. The wall was gotten back, I judge, about 90 feet where 
the boy p:ot sick. 
Q. At the time he made the complaint to you? 
I 
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A. No, sir; he made his complaint about an hour befo1·e 
that. 
Q. I am asking when it was that he made it. 
A.. It was some few shifts, 4 or 5 or 6 shifts. 
Q. It was there while you were at the butt-offY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You mean the first butt-off 1 
A.. Yes, sir; we drQve it 300 feet. 
Q. Was any complaint made to you after thaU 
A.. No, sir. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. Had any other employes there complained about bad 
air? 
A. No, sir; no one told me anything· about any air. 
Q. When he complained, some 4 or 5 shift before, the fan 
was not put back in that chamber"? 
A. It had been 3 shifts before the booster was put in; 2 
days and 1 night,. I believe it was. 
Q. Yon did not undertake to do anything after he com-
plained, you yourself f . 
A. I did not know anything about it, until I came to· the 
main office, about his being sick. 
•page 78 ~ Q. I am talking about those 3 or 4 shifts before 
he was injured there, h~ complained to you about 
bad air-did he complain to you f 
A. Yes, sir; that the air was bad. 
Q. And nothing was done to alleviate that condition, was 
thei·ef 
A. No, sir. 
By Mr. Pennipgion: 
Q. The room was coming- back up that time? 
A.. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. How mucl1 at a shiftf . 
A. According· to tbe log, the crew would have sometimes 6 
or 8 and sometimes 10 feet a shift. 
Q. It would be whatever it would be in 3 or 4 shifts f 
A. Something like that. 
Witness stood aside. 
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By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. Have you made any investigation of the effects of Car-
bon Monoxide poisoning on the human system 7 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you made any investigations on the subject be-
fore this trial? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have also had the privilege of testifying in a former 
trial on the subjeoU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you recently consulted authorities on Carbon 
1\1:ouoxide poisoning f 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 79 ~ Q. What is the date of your authorities? 
A. Part of it was published last year and part in 
1932 or 1933. 
Q. Please explain the result of yot~r investigation as to the 
amount of Carbon Monoxide necessarv to cause ill effects, and 
from then on until death. ., 
· A. A 25% concentration of Oarbo~ Mo~oxide in the h1ood 
will give signs of beginning of Carbon Monoxide poisoning, 
and, if the satur~tion co~es up to 75%, then the prognosis 
is bad. And your :first. symptoms that you get of Carbon 
Monoxide are headache, dizziness, nausea, occasionally vomit· 
ing; and then, a~ the saturation becomes greater, you get 
coma and unconsc10usness and loss of voluntarv and mvolun-
tarv muscular control. .. Q. Is there such a thing as chronic Carbon Monoxide poi-
soning? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Wbat does that admit of with reference to the perma-
nent existence of Carbon Mon.oxide in tl1e blood all the time? 
.A. It occurs in conditions in which you g·et an exposure to 
a small quantity of Ca.rbon Mon~xide E!,t all times. 
· Q. Do you think that the incidence of Carbon Monoxide is 
-pretty well spread out so that all of us are more or less ex-
posed to iU 
.A. We are all more or less exposed to it. 
Q. In view of your investigations on the subject and of 
your reading on the subject, please state, if the fact that Ev-
erett J. Baltimore was unaccountably stricken for some rea-
son and later dies, and the fact that other fellow workmen 
worked with him at the time, why they felt nothing more than, 
as one stated, a weakness. 
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page 80 ~ A. If the concentration was great enough to pro-
duce a fatal effect in that man, I do not see why it 
did not affect the other men working with him. 
Q. In a more or less serious degree! 
A.. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. This would depend, as to others not receiving fatal quan-
tities, lai;gely on where they were in the chamber and their 
physical make-up, health, and so on, would it not T 
A. Now, your factors which modify your amount of Car-
bon Monoxide in your blood ~tream would depend on the mus-
cular exertion of the individual, the type of work he was per-
forming, the temperature of the air and the humidity in the 
air and his previous physical condition. 
Q. Also it would depend on the size of the individual, would 
it not! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You do not agree with Dr. Handy on that! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Would not Carbon Monoxide be distrbuted over a cham-
ber in various densities in different parts of the room? 
A. It would have a tendency to become more diffused. 
Q. Is that an answer to my question? 
A. I do not see how you could have any pockets. 
Q. Did anyb()dy say anything about thaU This is your 
note you have taken from the texts from which you are quot-
ing? · 
A. Yes, sir. 
(Mr. Pennington: · Are you making any conteu-
page 81 ~ tention about the effects of Carbon Monoxide f 
Mr. Ely: Why noU) 
Bv Mr. Pennington: 
"'Q. In case Everett J. Baltimore had gotten an overdose of 
Carbon Dioxide to cause nausea, what would have been the. 
effect in getting into fresh air Y 
A. He would l1ave washed it all out. 
Q. Would there have been any permanent effects from an . 
overdose of ,Carbon Dioxide Y 
A. Not that I know of. 
Q .. As a matter of fact, you doctors yomselves use it, do 
vou not¥ 
.. A. Yes, sir. · 
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J. F. Thaxton, M. D. 
By Mr. Ely: 
: Q. With ·an overdose of Carbon Dioxide he drowns in the 
Carbon Dioxide 7 ·-: · ... · ·: · · 
· .A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Pennington: 
Q. There is no chemical combination of the corpuscles in 
the blood with Carbon Dioxide, and, when you go into ·the 
air, you will have breathed it off and been resuscitated in the 
natural way"? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And where you :had been overcome and taken to the 
fresh air and resuscitated and bJ·ougb.t. bijck to breathing nor-
mal-I mean, were overcome with Carbon "Dioxide? 
.. A. That is, if not too far gone; possibly the man may drown 
in Carbo~ Dioxide. . . 
. . Q. He. came from this mine all the way to Pennington. Gap 
and sta,id in the boi;;pital 16 or.17 hours~ and he could no.t have 
died from Carbon then t · · · 
· A. No, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
page 82 ~ J. F. TH~~TON, M. D. 
B1.Mr. Pennington:. 
Q. You have heard Dr. Grig·gsby testify; do you agree with 
hi& . conclusion? . . 
A. Y~s, sir. But, frankly, I have not done any reading on 
Cai·bon Monoxide; I have had very little experience with it. 
By Mr. Ely: 
Q. You do not undertake to say anything as an expert on 
Carbon Dioxide? 
A. No, sir; not Carbon Monoxide. 
Witness stood aside. 
(Note. The pen-and-ink plat previously mentioned in this 
transcript is :filed and marked "Exhibit 'D' ".) 
Hearing concluded. 
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page 83 t EXHIBIT "A''. 
Wage Cha1·t, showing earnings of deceased employe. 
Exhibit on .file at Industrial Commission of Virginia and 
· same will be filed with the Supreme Court of Appeals upon 
request of that tribunal. 
page 84 ~ EXHIBIT ''B''. 
Miners' Circular 33-United States Department of Interior, 
Bureau of Mines: Mine G-ases and Methods for Their De tee..; 
tion. 
Exhibit on file at Industrial Commission of Virginia, and 
same will be filed with The Supreme Court of Appeals upon 
request of that tribunal. 
page 85 ~ · EXHIBIT ''C''. 
Report, being a copy, rendered by H. H. Schrenk, Chemist, 
entitled: Department of the Interior Bureau of Mines, Mine 
Atmosphere Analysis Report, etc. 
Exhibit on file at Industrial Commission of Virginia, and 
same will be filed with The Supreme Court of Appeals upon 
request of that tribunal. 
pag·e 86 ~ EXHIBIT ''D''. 
Pen-and-Ink Plat of Section of :Mine involved in accident, 
identified in lower right corner by legend: Advance end No. 
1 belt, 3rd West Ent., Scale 1"=100'-March 6, 1942. 
Exhibit on file at Industrial Commission of Virginia, and 
same will be filed with The Supreme Court of Appeals upon 
request of that tribunal. 
page 87 ~ (OPINION ON HE.ARING.) 
Everett ,J. Baltimore (deceased) Employee, Almeda Balti-
more, et als., Claimants, ." 
v. 
Benedict Coal Corporation, Employer (.Self-Insured). 
Claim No. 611-102. 
Aug. 14, 1942. 
Claimant-in-chief appeared in person. 
Mrs. A. Baltimore, et als., v. Benedict Coal Co,rp. i 5 
Robert B. Ely, Attorney-at-law, Jonesville, Virginia, for 
claimants. 
Pennington and Pennington (W. R. Penningto), Penning-
ton Gap, Virg·inia, for defendant. 
Hearing before Commissioner Nickels, at Pennington Gap, 
Virginia, June 19, 1942. 
Nickels, Commissioner, rendered the opinion. 
The principal claimant in this case filed an application with 
the Commission under date of :May 1, 1942, alleging an ac-
cident to her husband .on February 28, 1942, which resulted 
fa tally March 1, 1942, by an accident arising out of and in 
the course of employment while working· for the employer at 
an averag·e weekly wage shown to have been $32.69. It was 
conceded the principal claimant was leg·ally married to the de-
ceased, and Jimmy Ray Baltimore and Robert Louis Balti-
more, infant sons, age 5 and 3, were dependents pursuant to 
the piovisions of Section 40 of the A.ct. The application al-
leges, and evidence was adduced to show, the cause of death 
resulted from carb'on monoxide pois'oning~ The case was de-
·f e~ded on the g·round there was no accident, no causal rela-
tion between the a1leg~d accident and death. 
pag-e 88 ~ ·Oji Febru~ry 28, 1942, the deceased was working 
with _some four or five other employees in Room 
17 of the coal mine of the employer. A twenty.;one foot head-
ing· had been driven a di~tance of 350 feet. Thereafter, the 
rig-ht. butt. was cut extending a distance to the right_, and at 
right angles to the main heading, the full width of the room, 
the total distance of 85 feet. The retreat heading had beel'1 
driven a distance of 125 feet. At 15-foot breakthrough had 
been cut between Room No. 17, in whicl1 the deceased was 
working, and the adjoining· Room 16. During the course of 
the day around 10 shots of Cardox had been fired. The last 
series of shots had been fired about one and one-half hours 
before quitting time. It was shown the deceased had been 
·drilling holes, as well as loading coal. About thirty minutes 
before quitting time he complained of a headache, and his 
co-workers suggested that he go to the heading· for a brief 
rest, which he did. He remained in the free air current for 
the thirty minute period transpiring before quitting time and 
during that period, one witness stated, he probably threw 
some small lumps of coal on the conveyor. Prior to the cut-
ting of the breakthrough between Room 16 and 17, ventila-
tion was then aided bv what is termed a booster fan. This 
covered the· period during which the right butt was being 
cut and before tl1e retreat heading proper had been begun. 
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There·were: intimations by one or two witnesss to the e:ff!3ct 
that' the afr at that time was not. as good as if nµght ha:ve 
been. However, after the breakthrough .haq peen cut, and 
this heading. had been cut into the main air system, there is 
no evidence pf any compla~~s h_av!ng· been ma¢ie ~ith ref er-
ence to faulty circulation. A lattice_had, been placed beyond 
Room 17, drawing· the air course through Room 17. 
page 89 ~ It wa~ shown by various. measu~eme~t~ th:J.t the 
air at" the mouth of the entry was 2,100 cubic feet 
per minute, and at the breakthrough. between the i:~oms .it r~...:. 
mained at about the same. The lowest reading ever . ta.ken 
jn the area from which the coal had been excavated in .the 
most remote part, was 800 cubic feet per minute. The latter 
is far in excess of the requirements provided. by the mining 
l~& . ' 
. There is no evidence of any electrical equipment being in 
Room 17, other than an electric drill for .drilling holes in 
which the . Cardo~x tubes were inserted, and an electrically 
operated conveyor which carried out the coal. According tq 
the record .these w.ere both permissible machines and so fa1~ 
as shown there was no' loose current or electric arcs. It w.as 
shown,the Cardox tube was four feet in length and two inches 
in diameter and contained a liquid carbon dioxide which wh~n 
heated became gaseous and produc.ed .carbon dioxide.. 'rhe 
Qnly question of vital i!}!portanee .in the adjudication of this 
·case is the,determinatiori-of whe~her, -under ,the circumstances 
her.einbefore related, sufficient carbon monoxide_ was pro-
duced to produce the fatal acciden_t herein shown. . . . 
The various reading·s made within .the ,area ,wherein the 
claimants' . deceased claims to have been overcome, do not 
show suf·fic~ent carbon. monoxiqe .. to have had any appre~iable 
pearing; upcm this case . .It shows ample air to have been Gfr: 
~ulated .thr.oughout the working· place with. the required con: 
~~nt of ox~gen.and hydrogen. The _evi_dence· of those experts 
who were introduced and who have _had. experience with Car-
dox, shows that it produces not in excess of 1 % of carbon 
monoxide in an area without ventilation. The ;ecord shows 
carbon dioxide does not combine with -the hemoglobin of the 
blood, and the quantitv present in the working place of the 
· claimants' deceased was not sufficient to produce 
page 90 ~ any effect upon his being. It was shown that it takes 
at least 500th part of 1 % of carbon monoxide to 
produce svmptoms worthy of note and that the saturation 
point of 80%, must be reached for it to have fatal conse-
quences. In the various tests made h1 this case, sufficient 
·carbon monoxide W'=lS not discovered to develop the symptoms 
usually accompanying· carbon monoxide poisoning·. Further-
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more, four or five other companion workers were not affected, 
and so far as the records are concerned, manifested no symp-
toms whatsoever of carbon monoxide poisoning·. 
It is asserted in the record that the electrical appliances 
located in the working place would convert carbon ~ioxide 
into carbon monoxide by reason of consuming a part of the 
oxygen component of the foriner. The electrical machines 
in operation being of the permissible type, there was noth-
ing to produce heat of such intent as to consume the oxygen 
from the atmosphere which was flowing so freely through the 
working place as to make this position reasonably tenable. 
If there had been sufficient carbon monoxide within the work-
ing area to have proved fatal to one person, there is no doubt 
that there would have been symptoms of some type appear-
ing in the evidence of other witnesses who were working 
within the same area. It is difficult to conceive how it would 
have been fatal to one, without developing some symptoms to 
others within the exposed area. 
A preponderance of the evidnce in this case fails to show 
the deceased died of carbon monoxide poisoning. It fails to 
show an accident in that it fails to show carbon monoxide in 
such concentration as to have developed any symptoms in the 
other workers, or in the deceased of such character as proved 
fatal to the latter. A finding of fact to the effect that the de-
ceased sustained au accident by carbon monoxide 
page 91 ~ poisoning in this case would clearly be of a specu-
lative nature. It is not our duty to diagnose the 
causes which produce death. It is our duty to determine 
whether. by preponderance of the evidence it proves an acci-
dent, and from the facts we fail to find sufficient evidence to 
justify such a conclusion. 
Hence, it becomes necessary to dismiss the case from the 
docket, each party paying its respective costs. 
page 92 ~ COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
DEPARTMENT OF WORKMAN'S COMPENSATION 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OFl VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND 
Claim No. 611-102 Everett ,J .. Baltimore 
Case of Acc. 2-29-42. 
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NOTICE OF AW ARD. 
To Benedict Coal -Corporation 
(Employer) 
St. Charles, Virg·inia 
and Mrs. Al~eda Baltimore 
(Claimant) 
St. Charles, Virg·inia 
and Self-insured (Insurance 
Carrier) 
Date August 14, 1942. 
Robert B. Ely, Attorney R 
Jonesville, Virginia 
Pennington and Pennington,. 
Attys. R 
Pennington Gap, Virginia 
You are hereby notified that a hearing was held in the 
above styled case before Commissioner Nickels at Penning·-
ton Gap, Virginia, on ,June 19, 1942, and a decision rendered 
on Aug·ust 14, 1942, dismissing this claim on the ground that 
the evidence failed to show the employee died of carbon 
monoxide poisoning or an accident within the meaning of the 
Act. 
Each party will pay his own costs in this proceeding. 
Attest: 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISS]ON OF VIRGINIA 
·w. F. ROBIN.SON, Chairman. 
,v. F. BURSEY, Seerctary. 
page 93 ~ (OPINION ON REVIE:\iV.) 
]µverett Baltimore (Deceased), Employee, l\frs. Almeda Bal-
timore, Claimant, 
. v. - . 
Benedict Coal Corporation, Employer, Self-Insured. 
Claim No. 611-102. 
Aug. 24, 1943. 
Robert B. Eley, ,Jonesville, Virginia, for the claimant. 
·waiter R. Pennington, Pe1~nington Gap, Virginia, for the 
defendant. 
Review before the full Commission at Richmond, Virginia, 
on January 29, 1943. · 
\.. !'. ... . . ~ .. . .. 
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Robinson, Commissioner, rendered the opinion . 
.After careful consideration of the entire record compris-
ing this case, the full Commission is of the opinion., and so 
finds that there is no error in the opinion rendered by Nick-
els, Commissioner, on August 14, 1942, and the award entered 
thereon on the same date, and, for the reasons given, approves 
and affirms said opinion and award as that of the full 'Com-
mission. 
page 94 } Everett Baltimore (Deceased), Employee, Mrs. 
Almeda Baltimore, Claimant, 
v. 
Benedict Coal .Corporation, Employer, Self-Insured. 
Claim No. 611-102. 
Aug. 24, 1943. 
Deans, Chairman, dissenting. 
Having carefully reviewed this :file I am unable to concm.· 
with my colleagues. 
This claim involves the rights of Almeda Baltimore, widow. 
of Everett J. Baltimore, age 29, and Jimmy Ray, a son, age 
5, and Robert Louis, another son, age 3; as to compensation 
payments .for the death of the said Everett J. Baltimore. 
The applieation filed on May 1st, 1942, by the widow, Almeda 
Baltimore, as principal claimant, alleg·es that on February 
28th, 1942, the said Everett J. Baltimore while at work was 
suffocated from g·as and bad air from carbon monoxide and 
othet gases, and sets forth the employer refused to make any 
settlement, taking the position that death was due to natural 
causes. The application was the first notice of any alleged 
accident and was filed by Robert E. Ely, counsel for the elaim-
ants. Considerable testimony was taken before Nickels, Corn--, 
missioner, a~ Penning·ton Gap, on June 19th, 1942, following~ 
which he rendered an opinion dismissing the claim. His opin-
ion idicates clearly that he gave the claim careful considera-
tion but reached the conclusion that the claimants did not 
establish an accident as the cause of the death. It therefore 
becomes necessary that I review the evidence at length for as 
a whole I am of the opinion that bad air, properly 
page 95 ~ known as carbon monoxide g·as, was responsible 
for the demise. There was no question but what 
the principal claimant was the widow of the deceased, the 
two sons named above are also legal dependents of the de-
so. Supreme Court of Appeals of Virgi11i.a 
ceased and the averag·e weekly wage was determined at $32.69, 
so that the sole question is whether or not there was an ae-
cident ·arising out of and in the course of the employment to 
account for the death. 
The explosive used in the mines on this occasion was what 
is known as Cardox, which is liquid carbon dioxide, which 
upon sudden release expands into a gas causing· the explosion .. 
Cardox is one of the permissible explosives used in the min-
ing of coal. 
Mrs. Almeda Baltimore testified that her husband was 
working at No. 11 Mine of the Benedict Coal Corporation, he 
had been working here for the past five years, that the last 
night he worked was February 28th, 1942, and he died at 
the Pennington Gap Hospital on March 1st, 1942. She ac-
companied him to the hospital on the night of February 28th, 
having ·first seen him at the foot of the mountain following· 
his work in the mine on that shift and between 3 :00 and 4 :00 
P. M. He died at the hospital at 7 :OD A. M. the following 
morning. She was asked if she noticed any peculiarity about 
his breathing and she said that he was breathing fast when 
she first saw him and continued so until he died, except that 
his breathing became much harder or faster. They had been 
married for eight years and his health had been g·ood in 
the past and he had never been attended by a physician. 
He was 28 years of age, weighed 137 lbs. and was 5 feet, 9 
inches tall and fair ·complexion. She accompanied her hus-
band to the hospital in a 19'37 Chevrolet Coach an.d he rode 
in the rear seat. He was pale when he was placed in the hos-
pital and then when ·he got warm he became red in the f.ace 
and remained so until he died. The weather on February 
28th w·as very cold. · 
page 96 ~ Mrs. Mamie Baltimore, mother of the deceased, 
testified that he had never been attended by a doc-
tor in his life because of illness, that she administered home 
treatments for childhood ailments. She observed him at the 
hospital and stayed with him until 10:00 P. M. the night of 
February 28th and it was thought that he was showing some 
improvement and she accordingly went back to her .... home. 
While at the hospital she observed that he was breathing aR 
thou.irh he was choking and could hardlv get I1is breath. At 
10 :00 1:· M. when she left it seems as though his breathing· 
was a httle better. When she called back at the hosoital she 
observed t11at he was breathing- very fast and his face was 
flw::ihed. . 
It was ae-reed the father of the deceased, Benjamin Balti-
more, would corroborate the statements of the mother. 
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Floyd Morris, a coal loader for the defendant company. 
testified that he was working there on February 28th loading 
coal and running a cutting machine. This machine is op-
erated by electricity. He was working in the same section 
of the mine as was Baltimore and they had run the machhie 
that day. Baltimore was loading coal and also operated the 
electric drill on that day. This electric drill is for the pur-
pose of drilling holes into the face of the coal, into which 
the tool containing· the Cardox is placed for explosive pur-
poses. The height of the working place in the mine was 
about 33 inches and the chamber was about 60 feet long. 
There were no booster fans in this section on February 28th, 
1942. The fan was removed about a week prior to Febru-
ary 28th. He was·· asked if they had any trouble in this cham-
ber on account · of bad air after the fan was taken out and 
his testimony as to the working conditions and the insuf-
ficiency of air or complaints as to the quality of the air was 
as follows: 
page 97 ~ Q. '' Had you had any trouble in that chamber 
on account of bad air after the fan was taken 
out?" 
A. "It did not seem like that had l1ad sufficient air on the 
back end of the pillar." 
Q. "Did you yourself have any attacks while in there?" 
A. ''Only I would get weak.'' 
Q. "Did you have any trouble with headaches?'' 
A. "I do not remember any." 
Q. "Any trouble with your heart?" 
A. "Yes, sir; it seemed to beat pretty fast when I worked 
hard.' 
Q. "That is, at the back encl of the pillar." 
A. ''Yes, sir.'' 
Q. "Where in the mine was Everett J. Baltimore working 
when he was injured?'' 
A. '' About 15 feet.'' 
Q. ''Was he the last man in the back of the pillar Y'' 
A. "I sl10uld say 3 of us were workin~· there." 
Q. "Did he tell you anvthing; about his condition on that 
dav while you were workirnr there f '' 
A. "Yes; sir; about 30 minutes before quitting time." 
Q. "What did he tell you?" 
A. '' Complained of headache~'' 
Q. '' Did be complain of anything else, of whether or not 
he was weak.'' 
A. ''Yes, sir; weak and nervous." 
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Q. "Did anybody else in that place make any complaint 
after that fan was removed t '' 
page 98 ~ A. "Yes, sir." 
Q. ''Who was that, if you remember?" 
A. "I remember the Stapleton boy, who said they should 
have more air, there was not ·sufficient air there.'' 
Q. "Was it worse in that chamber where Baltimore was 
working than at other places?'' 
A. '' As a general rule, he was working in the back and it 
was worse there.'' 
Q. ''No air could get in there Y '' 
A. '' I could not say no air could get in there.'' 
Q. '' There was nothing to force the air in there, had no 
fan!'' 
A. ''No fan there.'' 
The cutting of the coal was completed about an hour be-
fore Baltimore complained of bad air. He was asked as to 
the reaction when the Cardox was used to shoot down the 
face of the coal and replied there is some smoke or gas re-
sulting· from the explosion, and that they had no way of 
getting ~·id of this other than by the natural air current. 
After the coal was shot down then they went into that place 
to load it. This witness complained to Luther Cox as to the 
air condition in this chamber. About half an hour before 
qu,iting time Baltimore was unable to continue his work but 
waited to go out of the mine with the rest of the crew. Due 
to the height of the roof of the mine the employees are trans~ 
ported out of their working area by means of lying prone on 
an endless belt. ·On this occasion this crew was transported 
out of the mine by the belt. After leaving this belt they 
walked throug·h the tunnel about half a mile. This witness 
noticed Baltimore getting off of the man-car, which carried 
him the rest of the wa.y out of the mine, and observed that he 
had to have assistance. After leaving the man-
page 99 ~ trip Baltimore was taken out to ,vhat is known as 
the lighthouse. The electric cutting- machine ,vas 
used about an hour and fifteen minutes iu connection ,vith 
the work but no cutting was done for the hour imrnediatcly 
preceding· quitting time, and the last shot of Cardox was fired 
about an hour and half before quitting time. Baltimore as 
well as the others shot down the coal by using the Cardox. 
Usually when this Cardox was used to break down the face 
of the coal about five holes would be drilled in the face of 
the coal and tubes of Cardox inserted in each_ hole and ex-
ploded so as to break the coal up for loading purposes. 
Shortly after firing· the last shot Baltimore complained of 
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headache, said he was weak and nervous and, in fact, did 
not work for the last half an hour but waited for the quitting 
time of this crew. The crew worked together doing the same 
type of work and under the same working conditions as did 
Baltimore and this witness testified that he felt the effects of 
the bad air. There had been a booster blower in operation 
when they first began cutting into this section or room but 
when they came up to the heading the booster blower was 
taken out. There was a breakthrough between rooms Nos. 
16 and 17 and this crew was workine.· in No. 17. This break-
. through made a cross-cut between rooms NOS. 16 and 17. 
They experienced no difficulty as to air conditions so long 
as they were driving straight forward on the main heading, 
but it was only when they began to make a butt-off or work-
ing at an ang·le that they felt the difficulty due to lack of 
proper air. About 15 units of 'Cardox was used each day 
by the crew in their work and on February 28th this witness 
recalled that they had made at least 10 shots and were pre-
paring to shoot another cut, which would have required about 
five more units of Cardox, when Baltimore started 
page 100 ~ complaining. At the point they were working the 
air seemed to have about the same consistencv 
that it bad all along the line in this particular area. In fact, 
tl1e employees expected bad air and were conscious of its ef-
fects. This witness testified as follows : 
Q. '' You understood that that would be just about the situa-
tion from day to day; in other words, that you would go in 
there and would experience these headaches and trembling 
spells ~nd heart beats?', 
A. nyes, sir.'' 
Q. "That was to be expected from day to day, is that 
right?" 
A. "Yes, sir.'' 
They had cut back approximately 100 feet from the main 
face of the coal to the butt-off. The air in the main line was 
good and it continued this way on up to the hreakthroug·h 
but from that point on the workmen were conscious of dis-
comfort, such as headaches, trembling spells and heart beats. 
When Baltimore complained to his fellow workmen that he 
was feeling badly, this witness volunteered to help him drill 
out his working place and sug·gested that Baltimore go to 
the main current of air where be would get better air. Bal-
timore did this and waited for about thirty minutes until the 
crew completed their work, and then they came to where 
Baltimore was and they found him on his knees throwing 
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blocks· of, coal into the conveyor on the main air line, and 
he would place his- hands up to his head, complained of head-
ache and then he would try to vomit. When they met Bal ti-
more while he was placing coal on the conveyor, this was in 
the main air current and from the other entrance of the mine 
they had sufficient and satisfactory air. Baltimore showed 
no discomfort while they were riding the belt out 
page 101 ~ of their working place, nor while they walked the 
distance of half a mile throug·h the tunnel, but 
.after he had gotten on the mine car . and ridden the rest of 
the way and when he went to get off, it was then he could 
not proceed without assistance. After Baltimore had bis 
seizure the booster fan was put back in place. The lamp used 
by the miners was of the electric type or miner's safety lamp. 
Nelson Robins testified that he worked in room No. 17 on 
February 28th with Baltimore. There were five men work-
ing in this chamber or section of the mine that day. In addi-
tion to the shooting down of the coal by the use of Cardox 
there was an electric machine running in there and also an 
electric drill. Baltimore and Othel Goffey each operated the 
electric drill that day, Baltimore operating it immediately be-
fore he quit work. This witness' testimony as to the com-
plaint made by Baltimore was as follows:-
Q. "What did be say was wrongf '' 
A. ''That his head was hurting. I noticed he was pale and 
I told him to lie across the conveyor and g·et some air, and 
maybe it would get better. He. said it Wf:ls about 25 minutes 
of quitting time and he would try to make full time. He lay 
down and he tried to vomit, I do not know whether he did 
vomit or not." 
Q. "Did he say anything about being weak!'' 
A. ''No, sir; just said he was sick.'' 
Q. '' And told you his head was hurting?'' 
A. "Yes, sir.'' 
Baltimore just when he sta~ted complaining was working 
way over on the tail base of the conveyor and ac-
page 102 ~ cording to this witness the air was not so good 
in this section. His testimony was as follows: 
Q. ''How was the air in that section f" 
A. "It was not so goqd in the tail base." 
Q. "What do you mean by not being so irood ¥" 
A. "It was not so good. A man was subject to get sick." 
Q. "Have you ever been sick in that sectionf'' 
.A. ''No, sir; it never made me sick.'' 
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Q. ''But the air was bad?'' 
A. ''Yes, sir. On the corner it was fairly good, here where. 
the machine first started cutting, when he came in and said 
he was sick. '' 
Q. '' When you came out of the mine, did you go to the 
man car with himY'' 
.A. "Yes, sir.'' 
Q. '' Could he g·et along all right himself or not T '' 
.A. "He got on the man car, when I noticed him after he 
left the other men. I was talking to him. And the next time 
I noticed him, he was on the man car, and he had his arms 
to his head. I told him he had gotten sick in the mines.'' 
Q. ''How did he get off the car when it stopped Y" 
A. '' They had to 4elp him off.'' 
Q. ''Did he. continue walking or have to lie down Y'' 
A. ''No, sir; he could not walk, they helped him. Ho 
seemed like a drunken man.'' 
The conveyor which was of endless belt type ran all the way 
across and in front of the face of coal of this butt-
page 103 ~ off and had been in motion more or less the en-
tire working· shift. It would be shut off only 
when they were moving it back because of change in posi-
tion. This witness could not recall of anyone else complain-
ing of being· affected on this particular day. At this particu-
lar corner back next to the tail base where Baltimore worked 
there was not much air but was about the same condition 
'from day to day. 
Othel Coffey, who was working in room No. 17 on February 
28th along with Baltimore, testified that Baltimore told him 
about 30 or 35 minutes before quitting time that he had au 
awfully bad headache. There was no booster fan in this sec-
tion of the mine on that day. It had been cut off sometime 
previously. This witness left the mine right behind Balti-
more. He heard Baltimore tell his brother that he was sick 
and he observed that Baltimore had to be helped out of the 
car. As to the bad air, this witness testified as follows: 
Q. "Did you yourself at any time that you were working 
there g·et any bad air f'' . 
A. '' The air was bad in the butted-off place if it was bad .. '' 
Q. "How did it affect you f" · 
A. '' The harder you worked it would slow you down; you 
would get weak.~' 
Q. "Were you bothered with headaches!" 
A. '' I do not think I was bothered with headaches· so 
badly.'' 
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Edo·ar Baltimore, brother of the deceased, testified that he 
took the tubing for the fan out of room No. -17, but he did 
not know who took out the fan. The tubing was removed un-
der the direction of foreman Charles Little, and the fan was 
put back following his brother's taking sick. 
Sterill Harness, timber man, testified in part as follows: 
page 104 ~ Q. '' Do you know the condition of the air in the 
chamber on that day 0?'' 
A. '' Pretty much; on the upper end of it, where the con-
veyor came around for the place to be widened on the tail 
base, the air was pretty close there.'' 
Q. '' What do you mean by 'close' f'' 
A. ''Not so good air.'' 
Q. ''Was that where Everett J. Baltimore was working?" 
A. '' He was working there that day. vVhen you came 
down next to the loading point, the air was pretty good down 
there.' 
E. D. Hilton, Eng-ineer for the defendant company, testi-
·:fied that he was in room No. 17 on February 27th to take 
certain measuremnts in connection with his duties. Room 
No. 17 was driven up on the advance line 350 feet from the 
3rd vVest Airway or the rib, and it was advanced 21 feet 
and then turn made for 60 feet. According to this witness 
there was a breakthrough into room No. 16 which adjoined 
room No.17. Room No. 16 was open so that the air was flow-
ing· throug·h it from No. 17. A brattice had been put up just 
by the rib to No. 17 which would deflect from the main cur-
rent of air through room No. 17 and hack out through room 
No. 16. According to this witness this brattice or deflector 
was in position on February 27th. The entrance to the cham-
ber was 21 feet wide and chamber No. 17 extended for a dis-
tance of 233 feet before the rib turned to the West, where it 
went a distance of 64 feet, and then South over a distance of 
117 feet. The breakthrough here was 17 feet wide and 3G 
inches high. This witness admitted there were no fans work-
ing in chamber No. 17 on February 27th. The removal of 
the fan from room No. 17 was part of the regular 
pag·e 105 ~ procedure when you cut the brattice or deflector 
through so as to change the current of air. The 
brattice is supposed to change or force the air current into 
another chamber and in this instance it was room No. 17. 
R. E. Cote, l\fining· Engineer, age 42, and a graduate of 
the University of Kansas, testified that he was in the emplov 
of the Cardox Corporation as mining· engineer and the us·e 
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of Cardox is permissible for blasting purposes. He was 
given Miners' Circular No. 33, approved by the United States 
Bureau of Mines~ indicating that Cardox was a permissible 
mining explosive, and was given a grade ''A'' rating·, indi-
cating that there would not be more than 53 liters or 51h 
cubic feet of not only .Carbon Monoxide but Carbon Dioxide, 
Hydrogen Sulphide or other noxious g·ases in connection with 
the explosives. The gross concentration of Carbon Monoxide 
as shown by samples taken by the Bureau of Mines is lOoth 
of one per cent by volume. The chief g·as in connection with 
explosion of Cardox is Carbon Dioxide. The density of the 
presence of Carbon Dioxide, Carbon Monoxide, or other 
noxious g·ases, would depend on the amount set off, as well as 
the air current where th~ explosion took place. 
Robert Fortner, General Mine Foreman, testified that he 
made a record of the readings on February 5th, 1942, on No. 
3 West, No. 1 belt, where room No. 17 was located. There 
was intake at the drift mouth of 11,205 cubic feet and at the 
fan they had circulation of 11,200 cubic feet, and at the last 
preakthrough, which is at the head of the entry, had 6,930 
cubic feet per minute. This last breakthrough was just be-
yond room No. 17. On Sunday, March 1st, 1942, this wit-
ness and Mr. Little made a reading and on this occasion the 
reading at the breakthrough from No. 17 to No. 16 was 2,598 
cubic feet of air per minute, and on March 7th he, 
page 106 } took another reading of this entry. He admitted 
no reading· was taken in room No. 17 on Febru-
ary 28th. The readings vary some from day to day. 
E. A. Starling, State Mining Inspector of Kentucky, was 
called believing that this incident took place on the Kentucky 
Ride, whereas it later developed that the location was on the 
Virginia side of the mine. Starling testified that when he 
was called he had heard 110 mention made about anyone get-
ting down on bad air but later he had ]1eard the rumor. This 
witness made a test with the safety lamp, also with a 00 
( Carbon Monoxide) detector and as he came to the offset, or 
widening of the place, to take the air measurements he help 
un his aerometer and noticed that the air current had stopped. 
He waited for the air current to return but as it did not do 
so. he and his associate, Mr. Fortner, proceeded to the out-
side to see what was the matter. In the period of thirty 
minutes the fan was on and the air current was restored. 
He then took a reading and the aerometer reading was 2,100 
cubic feet per minute. This was at the mouth or neck of 
the room. The mines were not working· on this date. This 
witness had experimented with Cardox. From various ex-
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perim.ents made with various sizes of coal and different widths 
. of ro-oms and entries, he had never found any Carbon 
Mono:x:i.de· from the effects of :Cardox, and at no time had 
they· run over three per cent. He att~mpted to make blood 
test to determine the presence of Carbon Monoxide but had 
waited too long and after the blood had separated his te~t. 
was not satisfactory. In· fact, he claims to have gotten the 
faintest discoloration which he could hardly distinguish at 
all and he called this ljlOOOths presence of Carbon Monox-
ide. This was by the pyrotannic acid test. He was unable 
to state whether the blood contained more or less Carbon 
Monoxide. He admitted that on March 2nd when 
page 107 ~ he made his test in room No. 17 there was only 
2,100 cubic feet of air per minute circulating. 
This was at the intake of room No. 17. Where room No. 17 
was larger he could .make no air measurements at all because 
his aerometer would not register at his particular point. As 
he proceeded to the widened area his aerometer dropped from 
2,100 to 800 cubic feet per minute. Farther into the room 
it would not register at all. In fact, he finally admitted that 
his aerometer would register only 1,000 cubic feet per min-
ute and anything below that would be an estimation, and his 
reading of 800 cubic feet was an estimate. . 
Charles Little, Mine Foreman, testified that he knew of 
complaint of bad air having been made to Mr. Cox. 
Luther Cox testified that Floyd Morris had complained to 
him before Baltimore "s exposure on February 28th as to the 
quality of the air in the room. This was probably two shifts 
before February 28th and in the meantime the wall had been 
driven back a distance of about 90 feet. 
Dr. G. B. Setzler testified that Baltimore was carried to 
the hospital and he had taken specimen of his blood for 
analysis. According to his recollection there was presence 
of 1000th of one per cent of Carbon Monoxide. 
Dr. Frank E. Handy, of the Masonic Hospital at Appa-
lachia, Virginia, has had broad experience with industrial ac-
cidents and has ·had opportunitv to observe the effects of 
Carbon Monoxide in persons. There are two principal fac-
tors, according to this witness. The immediate symptoms 
are those a person notices, such as headaches, dizziness and 
nausea. As the symptoms progress :he may become com-
pletely unconscious, lose voluntary control of his whole mus-
cular system, whicl1 starts from the lower extremities and 
proceeds to the trunk. There might be different 
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A florid complexion is a characteristic. He was 
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i}Sked as to how Carbon Monoxide would· affect a 28-year-old 
man who was always healthy, and replied that it would affect 
:µim more rapidly ~nd more seriously, because the younger 
the individual the g·reater is the respiration in proportion 
to the blood and is more quickly apt to be overcome. Ordin-
arily if one is overcome with Carbon Monoxide and lives for 
some 16 or 17 hours, it is possible that he could throw off all 
that -Carbon Monoxide and yet die. The Carbon Monoxide 
is eliminated mainly by breathing· but because of the intake of 
this noxious gas it is still possible that he would die of shock, 
even if he got rid of the Carbon Monoxide. It was his opin-
ion that Carbon Monoxide could be produced by el~ctric ma-
chinery or by electrolysis convert Carbon Dioxide into -Car-
bon Monoxide, and it was his further opinion that if :Carbon 
Dioxide was present in a chamber in a mine, where there 
was no fan, and electric machine was running, such as coal 
cutting machines and electric drills, that the operation of this 
electric machinery would have the tendency to convert Car-
bon Dioxide into Carbon Monoxide. The presence of five-
tenths· of one per cent of Carbon Monoxide in the air would 
produce. noticeable symptoms according to the leading au-· 
thorities he had studied. He. has observed at least ten or 
twelve cases in his nineteen years of practice. Many physi-
cians who have limited experience never see one under the 
influence of Carbon Monoxide ·poisoning. He admitted that 
none of these he had seen had died from the exposure. The 
hemoglobin in the blood has a great affinity ·for Carbon 
Monoxide, g·reater than any other known g·as. When one is 
carried from the presence of ,Carbon Monoxide into the fresh 
air there is still some permanency of the blood combination. 
The presence of one per cent of Carbon Monox-
page 109 ~ ide in the blood in his opinion would be fatal and 
that very decided symptoms are noticeable with 
five-tenths of one per cent. The reaction depends on the type 
of the individual and the length of exposure. He considered 
the bulletins prepared by the Public Works Department of 
the Bureau· of Mines or the · United States Government of 
Mines as authoritative. ""\Vhere one is compelled to breathe 
faster because of his work, according to this doctor, he ac-
tually takes in Carbon Monoxide faster and in larger quan-
tities. 
Dr. B. C. Grig·gsbv testified he made investigation of the 
effects of 'Carbon Monoxide poisoning· in the human system 
and has consulted authorities and that a 25 per cent concen-
tration of Carbon Monoxide in the blood will give signs of 
the beginnip.g of Carbon Monoxide -poisoning, and if the 
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saturatipn coiµes up to 75 per cent, then the prognosis is 
bad. The first symptoms of Carbon Monoxide poisoning· are 
headache, dizziness, nausea, ~nd occasionally vomiting, and 
then as the saturation becomes greater you get coma and un-
consciousness and loss of voluntary and involu11,tary muscu-
lar control. 
.A. certified copy of the death certific~ te secured from the 
Bureau of Vital Statistjcs, dated J anu~ry ~7th, 1943, indi-
cates that Dr. G. B. Setzler was the first in attendance and 
signed the ·death certificate, showing the cause of death as: 
"Cerebral Edema (!), cause undetermined, duration Febru-
ary 28th, 1942, 15 hours.'' 
Miners' pircular No. 33, United States Department of the 
Interior, Bureau of Mines, Mine Gases and Methods ]'or 
Their Detection, filed as Exhibit '' B ", indicates that Cardox 
is a new and permissible blasting device and that its compo-
sition is that of Carbon Dioxide. On page 8 under the head-
ing Cµrbon :Monoxiq.e we find the following: 
'' It is combustible hut does not support con1· 
page UP ~ pustipn. Air that contains 12.5 to 74 per c_ent of 
· carbon monoxide will explode if ignited. Car-
hon monoxide can be detected with iodine pentoxide and 
pryrotaimic-:acid carbon.monoxide detectors, canaries, and 
mice, but cannot be detected with a flame safety lamp until the 
concentration b.ecomes so high that persons without respira-
tory protection would be overcome almost immediately. Car-
bon 111onoxide in excess of 0.01 per cent eventually may pro-
duce sympto1l)s of poisoning, aiid 0.02 per cent wiJl produce 
slight symptoms in several hours. ,vhen fonr parts in 10,-
000 (0.04: per cent) is present and the exposure is for 2 or 3 
ho:i.m:;, head.ache and discomfort usually occur. ·with mod-
erate e~ercise 0.12 per cent will produce slight paJpitation 
of th~ heart in 30 minutes, ~- tendency to stagger in 1 % 
hours., al)d confusion of mind, headache, and nausea in 2 hours. 
A c~mcentration of 0.20 to 0.25 per cent will usually pro.duce 
m1-consciousness in about 30 minutes. Its effect in high con-
centrf.ltion~ may pe so sudden that a man has little or no 
warning before he collapses.'' 
';rhis indicates the mode of dete.cting the presence of Car-
bon Monoxide, the danger p.oint and tlH~ sy1~1Ptoms it pro-
duces. That with moderate exercise 0.12 per cent will prqduce 
slig·ht palpitation of the heart in 30 minutes, a tendencv to 
stagg~:n· in 1 % l1ours, and confusion of mind! ·headache· and 
nausea iri 2 hours. The testimony in its entirety showed 
. . 
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these physical re~ctions in 13altimore. The witne~.ses uni-
formly testified that the air at the po4It whcre"B~ltµp.ore 
was working was worse than in the other sections of room 
No. 17. They were cqnscious of ~he insufficiency of fresh air 
and the presence of ~oxious gases. The fan was 
page 111 } not w.orking and even whe~ the test was ma~e 
there Waf$ 800 cubic feer qf air passing· p~r min-
ute, and this was not the E?ection where Baltimore \Va~ work-
i~g, · and the r~ading of 800 over in the cep.ter pf the room 
was not made but estimated because the aerometer would 
not work, and back where Baltimore was working was not in 
lip.e of the air current. A'gati;i. qn page 10 we fi~d tp.e sym-
to~s of Carbon ::M:onoxid.e poisQ:ning ~µd th~ effect OIJ.. cer-
t~jn indiyiµu~ls : · · .. · 
'' 4,ccording to exp~riµiel}.ts conducted by the Bureaµ Qf 
Mines, the sympt9ms causeq. QY v~riovs percentages of c~r-
bon monoxide in the blood are ~s follows: 
Percentage of bloo<;l 
satµr~ti~n 
0 to JQ-.;None. 
S_ymptom,s 
10 to 20-Tightness ·1.tcross forehea.~, possib~y }}.eadacl1e. 
20 to 30-Headache., throbbing in temples. ·· 
;30 to 40-Seyere l1ead.ache, weakness, dizziµe~s, dimness of 
vi~jon.~ nausea aµd vomiting·, and collapse. · 
; 40 to 50-Sipne as previous item -m.th more possibility of 
ctpll~pse m1d syncope,' incre~sed p-glse and re$pira-
1on. 
50 to 6a-:iS;yncope, increased respiration and pulse, cq1µa 
with intermittent convulsions. 
60 to 7~Coma, with jn.termitt~mt convulsioJ}s, 4epressed 
~eart action and respiration, poss~bly deatl1. 
70 to SQ-; Weak puls.e and slowed respiration, respir.atory 
failure, and death. 
The symptoms decrease in n.umber with the 
p.age 112 ~ rate of sa.tnration. If exposed to high concen-
trations, the victim may experience but few 
symptoms. The rate at ~hich a man is · overcome and the 
~eqµence in which the symptoms appear depend on several 
factors-the concentr!].tion of gas, the extent to which he is 
exerting himself, the state of his health and individual pre-
dispositions, and the temperatt;i;re, humidity, and the air move-
ment to which· he is exposed. Exercise, hig·h temperatur~ 
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and hnm~dity .with little or. no air movement, tend to increase 
respiration a11d heart rate and consequently result in more 
1·apid absorption of carbon monoxide. A few persons may 
develop a 'tolerance' for low concentrations of carbpn mo-
noxide and niay after a while be able to 'stand' more of the, 
.gas than when first exposed to it. It may also follow that 
_ after a period of_ tolerance there will be a break in the com-
pensating factors, and the person will become more sus-
ceptible. The symptoms of chronic carbon-monoxide poison-
ing are a tired feeling, headache, nausea, palpitation of the 
.heart, and sometimes mental dullness.'' 
'l'he testimony and· the exhibits can· 1ead to but one conclu-
sion in my mind and that is that Baltimore was working where 
there was an insufficient current of air, the electric cutting; 
machine and the electric drill had been in operation, he .ha.d 
. just been operating· the· ~lectric drill which required extreme 
physical exertion, and_ entered the point where tlrnre was the 
presence of Carbon Monoxide gas, caused by the shooting 
down of the coal with the Cardox explosive and the fouling· 
of the air by the operation of the electric equipment, and 
other workmen had been disturbed, being· conscious that they 
were having difficulty in breathing, in fact, were 
page 113 ~ breathing faster and noticeably were exhausted. 
Baltimore after th~ -~xertion of operating the 
· electric drilling machine was cm~pelled to suspend his activi-
ties, was suffering from severe-headache and nausea and 
· went to· where there was some fresh air available ancl sat 
down for approximately thirty minutes to wait for the rest 
of his crew and to go out of the mine with them. W11ert it 
became necessary for him to attempt to walk, after he had 
ridden part of the way out of the mine on the endless belt, 
then was walking through the tunnel and was on the car and 
by this time he lost control of his feet and it was necessary 
that be be assisted. He was immediately hospitalized and 
death occurred on the following· morning, or approximately 
15 hours after the climax of his exposure. The other work-
men complained of the absence of proper air and the record 
s11ows that the fan used to circulate the air had been taken 
out. · There was nothing to indicate that the brattice 01· de-
flector was meeting; the requirements of changing the air in 
ihiR room or section. In fact, the tests by the aerometer 
showed otherwise, clearly indicating- the lack of sufficient air 
clurnge to support proper working· conditiorn,. The testimony 
of Dr. Handv as to the exposure of one to Carbon :Monoxide 
fumes and the physical reactions is in conformity with t.he 
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examples quoted from the Bureau of Mines pamphlet. Car-
bon Monoxide causes one to breathe faster, changes the blood 
structure and the first noticeable physical effects is the lack 
of voluntary a.nd involuntary control of the feet and legs 
which condition progresses and takes in the entire body. Bal-
timore suffered typical symptoms of Carbon Monoxide 
poisoning. One interesting feature of Dr. Handy's testimony 
was to the effect that while Carbon Monoxide mav not di-
rectly produce death.~ the shock of being· overcome or.poisoned 
. by Carbon Monoxirle in itself will prodn.cc death,. 
page 114 ~ and this is .the reasonable conclusion from all the 
testimony. Baltimore was exposed to Carbon 
Monoxide fumes, his blood stream was poisoned, that he wa.s! 
suffering from headache, nausea, vomiting spetl~ and lack of 
voluntary and involuntary control of his extremities and was 
hospitalized. In the normal reaction followin!!; s~1ch an ex-
posure· qile would' not expect death, but shock brought about 
by this exposure interfered -and prod'!]ced the death. The 
. shock is ·one 'of the .links of the chain of cEµisation brought 
about by the ·exposure to the Carbon Monoxide fumes while 
at work,· and for this reason I am of the opinion that Ba:lti-· 
more 's death was result of injury by accident arising out of 
and in the course of the employment, the accident being the 
exposure to the Carbon Monoxide fumes, from which I1e did 
not recover but progressively grew worse until death oc-
curred. 
An award should be entered in favor of the widow and two 
children for compensation at $16.00 per week, beginning 
March 1st, 1942, and to continne ·for the period of 300 weeks 
from the date of the accident. In addition the emplover 
should pay burial ·expenses not· to exceed $150.00' and siich 
medical expenses as were incu·rred. · · 
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DEPARTMENT OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA 
RICHMOND 14 
NOTICE OF AW ARD 
Claim No. 611-102 · 
94 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginin 
Ca.se of Everett .J. Baltimore (Deceased) 
Accident 2-29-42 
To Benedict. Coal Corpora-
tion, (Employer) . 
St. Charles, Virginia 
and Mrs. Almeda Baltimore, 
( Cla.imant) 
St. Charles, Virginia 
~nd Self-Insured, (Insurance 
Carrier) 
Date August 24 1 943 
Robert B. Ely, Attorney R 
,Jonesville, Virginia 
Pennington & Pennington, 
Attvs. R 
~ennington Gap, Virginia 
y OU are herebv notified that a Review was held in the 
above styled case before the full Commission at Richmond, 
Vjrginia, on J ainiary 20, 1943, and a decision rendered on 
August 24, 1943., affirming· the Findings of Fact and Conclu-
sj~ns ~aw of . the Hearing Commissioner as those of the 
full Commission on Review and affirminQ: the award of Au-
gust 14, 1942, dismissing· this claim. L· 
Attes~: 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF VIRGINIA 
.PARKE P. DEANS, Chairman. 
W. F. B_URSE,Y, Secretary. 
page 116 } · I, W. F. Bursey, Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission of Virginia, hereby certify that the 
foregoing, according to the record of this o~ce is a true and 
correct copy of the statement of findings of fact, conclusions 
of law and other matters pertinent to the questions at issue 
in Claim No. 611-102., re: 
Everett J. ,Baltimore (Deceased), Employe: Almeda Balti-
more, et als., Claimants, 
v. 
Benedict Coal Corporation, Employer (Self-Insured). 
I further certify that the Benedict Coal Corporation, Em-
ployer, through counsel, have notice that the Secretary of 
the Industrial Commission of Virginia had been requested 
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to prepare a certified copy of the record for the purpose of an 
appeal to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
I further certify that counsel representing the cl~imants • 
.Almeda Baltimore, et al., received, as evidenced by the 
United States postal Registry Return Receipt card, on Au-
gust 25, 1943., a copy of the award of the Industrial Commis-
sion of Virginia, dated August 24, 1943. 
Given under mv hand and the seal of the Industrial Com-
mission of Virginia, this, the Eighteenth day of September, 
1943. 
(Seal) ·vv. F. BURSEY, SecretarJ, 
Industrial Commission of Virginia 
A Copy-Teste : 
M. B. VlATTS, C. C. 
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